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ABSTRACT
Currently proposed mannedlunar mobility systems are severely
limited in speed and payload capabilities. Roving vehicles are massive
and moveslowly over the rough lunar terrain, at high cost of energy
and life support supplies. Flying units, powered by chemical rockets_
are fast, but the price of speed is payload and range. Recently, a
hopping transporter concept was conceived which incorporates both a
conservative use of fuel and a high average speed. As a first-step
toward the practical application of such devices, an investigation of
feasibility, with respect to performance capabilities, was carried out.
This objective was achieved by studying the dynamic characteristics
of somewhatidealized hopping vehicle configurations which are, however,
based on actual conditions and mission requirements. Two schematic
designs were investigated. Oneis a single-man device assumedto be of
minimumcomplexity and mass, transportable with Apollo crews. This
device is intended to extend the operating range of lunar astronauts.
The other design is a multi-man transporter capable of making long range
and duration explorations of the lunar surface. Both vehicles employ
the technique of accelerating up a thrust-leg, locking this leg to the
main body at the end of acceleration, executing a classic ballistic
parabola, and finally, decelerating downthis leg to complete each hop.
Energy is essentially conserved in this process, thus providing for sub-
stantial payload capability, in addition to other performance advantages.
Since lunar irregularities do not impede hopping motion, these devices
can maintain a high average speedand visit almost any topographic
feature of interest within vehicle range. Specific tasks addressed in
iii
this study include investigation of influencing factors which affect
transporter design and operation, definition of performance limiting
phenomena,development of general operating constraints and functions3
derivation and solution of equations of motion for each vehicle design
studied, and calculation of hop performance data based on digital computer
simulations of vehicle dynamics.
Results of hop simulations of both transporter models indicate a
significant improvement in performance over roving and flying vehicles.
The smaller device offers extended range to Apollo astronauts, up to
andexceeding an operating radius of lO kin. The larger vehicle has an
average speed of the order of 30 km/hr, very high comparedto roving unit
designs. A unique hop plane changing technique used by this transporter
permits these high values of average speed. Therefore, within the
accuracies of assumptions applied in this study, hopping vehicles
offer superior performance capabilities for lunar surface mobility.
iv
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation for a NewMobility System
The United States has mademannedexploration of the Moona national
goal. On the first few Apollo missions astronauts will be limited to an
operating radius on the lunar surface of a few hundred meters, because
travel-by-foot will be the only modeof transportation. Manymobility
systems for later flights have beenproposed and are in initial develop-
ment. However, these designs apparently will not satisfy the established
mission requirements for lunar exploration. The most important recom-
mendation of the 1967 SummerStudy of Lunar Science and Exploration at
Santa Cruz, California I was concerned with t_hee_ected lo_ performance
of these vehicles. The conference pointed out the imperative necessity
for lunar transporters with muchgreater capabilities. Faced with an
insufficient choice of devices, membersof the Santa Cruz study were
compelled to suggest a mobility system based on the concepts offered 2.
Their proposed solution was a redesign of the wheeled vehicle configuration
which would then have the added capabilities of carrying two small flying
units and dual modeoperation, i.e., mannedor automatic. This seemed
to be the only way to satisfy observation and sampling requirements of
both geochemists and geologists.
The prospects for currently planned mobility systems indicate that
this is an appropriate time to consider a fresh approach to lunar surface
transportation concepts. Steps taken with wheeled vehicles have been
based on a philosophy offering little opportunity to apply modern aero-
space technology and, even more seriously, taking little advantage of
the unique environmental factors. Such concepts have led to discouraging
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performance estimates, because design growth capabilities are practically
non-existent. As a possible alternative and supplement to the wheeled
devices, a group of flying unit designs have been introduced. These
employ "brute-force" tactics with small chemical rocketsj but offer a
greatly improved range capability. Nevertheless, these two concepts,
whether used separately or in combination, do not represent an optimum
mobility system with respect to the fulfillment of mission objectives.
Onecannot expect to achieve efficient performance from a design based on
principles which are not appropriate to the situation. Nominations for
newmobility system concepts should be left open.
The Santa Cruz conference specifically pointed out the required areas
of performance improvement: T'Toincrease the scientific return from
lunar surface missions after the first few Apollo landings, the most
important need is for increased operating range on the Moon. On the early
Apollo missions it is expected that an astronaut will have an operating
radius on foot of approximately 500 meters. It is imperative that this
radius be increased to more than_10 kilometers as soon as possible." As
a further objective: "Exploration of lunar surface features such as
large craters and their environs will require a range of approximately
25 kilometers or more." Proposed wheeled vehicles have inadequate range
capabilities and lunar flying units have inadequate maneuverability for
continuous ground coverage and low payload capacity.
In addition to the motivation of requirement, there is the satisfac-
tion of technological achievement. The opportunity to develop a new
mobility concept based on a unique application of modern technology
is certainly a rewarding experience.
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B. Survey of Past and Present Lunar Mobility Systems
In 1954, Herman0berth published____ Int____oSpace3, which contained a
brief description and sketches of a lunar transporter whose principal
modeof locomotion was by a small tractor-like foot. A large cabin in
which the crew could enjoy a shirt-sleeve environment was supported above
this foot by a telescoping leg. This device was capable of executing
jumps under certain conditions: to pass a rille, to negotiate a scarp,
to turn around in a cul de sac, or to stop the vehicle in an emergency.
Oberth's description represented the first serious effort in lunar
mobility technology. Then, in 1959, he published a complete description
with design drawings and operating details entitled, The MoonCar4. It
is interesting to note that this concept was evolved through a consider-
ation of the lunar environment and mission requirements, although the
device, as described by Oberth, is largely impractical. It is very large
and has manymoving parts exposed to the lunar vacuum, thus possessing
an inherently low reliability and safety factor. Furthermore, amextensive
amount of construction is required upon arrival at the lunar surface in
order to make the device operational.
In 19613 the Bendix Corporation initiated studies on a lunar roving
2
vehicle concept which employs a unique metal-elastic wheel design . Many
versions of mannedand unmannedmodels have been proposed which are
intended to fulfill a wide range of lunar exploration requirements for
the period from 1QTOto 1980. Unmannedwheeled vehicles include the
Surveyor Lunar Roving Vehicle and the "Pack Mule". The former device is
an adjunct to the advanced Surveyor Program and its mission is to provide
topographical information in the vicinity of the landed Surveyor space-
craft. Operation of this vehicle is controlled from earth. The Pack
3
Mule is a manually controlled vehicle used to carry exploration equipment
during a manned, walking survey. 0ne-man vehicle configurations offer
either open or closed cabins and are known as the Local Scientific
Survey Modules. This type of rover is designed to operate in conjunction
with a fixed base or shelter. The open-cabin version has a range of
8 kilometers on a three to six hour trip. The closed-cabin version has
a range of about 40 kilometers per twelve hour trip. Two-man vehicles
have life support cabins, and are known as Lunar Mobile Laboratories.
They are designed to be delivered to the lunar surface by a one-way Lul_ar
Excursion Module and equipped to make 14-day scientific missions with a
range of 80 kilometers. _Laximum speed is lO km/hr and slope limit is
35 degrees. A possible alternative to this vehicle type is a modified
Lunar Excursion Module with wheels and extended life support capability.
Finally, the Mobile Explorer is a three-man life-supporting vehicle
capable of making a 42-day exploration mission and traveling a total of
1,600 kilometers. Its average speed is 5 km/hr.
Bell Aerosystems has performed a large amount of research and develop-
ment work during the past few years on lunar flying devices 5 • These
units can fly at a wide range of speed and altitude, indicating possible
uses such as: in-flight sensor platform for photography, IR imagery and
magnetometry, and carrier for dropping seismometers and communication
relays from altitude. Such flying units have been considered for
inclusion into the roving vehicle spectrum of mobility systems. When
used as a supplement to wheeled vehicles, flying devices can be classified
into three types : one-man surface-to-surface, multi-man surface-to-
surface, and multi-man surface-to-orbit for emergency lunar orbit
rendezvous. All surface-to-st_face types have similar flight sequences:
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boost, constant altitude cruise, descent, and land. Surface slope at the
landing area must be less than 20 degrees. One-man flying units are
minimum systems on which the pilot stands. These have been referred to
as "pogo sticks", which is an unfortunate choice of terms since the
devices considered in this work show much more similarity to the classic
pogo stick design. Multi-man flying units have long rectangular bodies
with support gear underneath. Astronauts sit on top of the body where
they control the output of several lift and maneuver rockets. All
versions of the flying vehicles are severely limited in performance
capability because of inherent low payload capacity.
In 1967, Howard Seifert introduced the "Lunar Pogo Stick", a lunar
transporter concept 6 which offers a vast improvement in expected
performance over that of wheeled and flying vehicles. The proposed device
employs neither roving nor flying techniques, but it is quite analogous
to the classic pogo stick. Motion from one point to the next is achieved
by hopping. A hop has three dynamic phases: acceleration of a primary
mass upward along an inclined leg or pole, ballistic, and deceleration
downward along an inclined leg or pole. The primary mass consists of
at least structure, pilot, and payload. Between every two consecutive
hops and during each ballistic phase, the leg or pole must be re-oriented.
This can be done as an individual operation or as part of the dynamic
sequence. Performance of such devices is limited only by the adverse
effects of periodic accelerations on the pilots. Of course# a vehicle
of this type can stop at the end of any given leap for rest and exploration
purposes. The feasibility, based on calculated performance, of the
Lunar Pogo Stick concept is the primary concern of this investigation.
Therefore, further details of this device and its operation are presented
in more appropriate sections of this manuscript.
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C. Statement of the Problem and Approach
A lunar transporter represents a complete and _omewhat complicated
engineering system, consisting of several functional subsystems. It must
provide several functions and has many operations to perform. To define,
developj and design a complete and detailed spacecraft system of this
magnitude is a major program that requires a sophisticated multi-level
engineering organization. Before such a program can be initiated_ the
merits of the basic concept must be demonstrated to the satisfaction of
a sponsor. This has not been done in the past for the pogo stick principle.
Therefore, the objective here is not to develop a detailed lunar mobility
system but to investigate the feasibility of practically applying this
concept and to demonstrate that a superior performance capability can be
expected for missions of interest. This goal is achieved by studying
the dynamic characteristics of somewhat idealistic pogo stick configura-
tions which are based on realistic mission requirements .
There are two dynamic models studied, which are different in operation and
performancecapabilities but are outgrowths of the same principle of
locomotion. These, however, represent the two primary operating modes
from which actual system designs may be developed.
With objectives defined, the following specific tasks must be
addressed:
• Investigate influencing factors which directly or indirectly
affect the design and operation of pogo vehicles. Define
performance limiting phenomena.
• Develop general operating constraints and functions which are
characteristic of such devices.
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@ Present two basic vehicle configurations, a small simple first-
generation transporter and a large, advanced, and highly
sophisticated vehicle.
@Develop the equations of motion for each of these two models.
This will require specification of operating environment,
kinematic relationships, control function, and propulsion law.
Knowledge of operating environment leads to the determination
of externally applied and dissipative forces. Kinematic
relationships indicate the degree of freedom and type of
dynamical problem at hand. The interaction of control forces
and other inertia and applied forces significantly effects the
dynamical behavior of a system. The locomotive force is deter-
mined directly from the propulsion law.
• Solve the equations of motion to simulate performance for each
of the models. Some of these will be highly nonlinear
differential equations which require numerical integration.
• Calculate hop performance data based on simulations of vehicle
motions. Results should indicate dynamical performance
quantities such as average speed, payload capacity3 and range.
D. Summary of Work Presented
This investigation includes qualitative, as well as quantitative,
components. In order to support introduction of the two designs studied,
basic requirements and constraints are first presented. These include a
7
description of the lunar environment and its effect on vehicle design,
definition of a basic dynamical operating sequence for hop simulatiom,
formulation of a propulsion model_ and a discussion of human limatitions
and the nature of acceleration effects on astronauts.
Each of the two vehicles studied is presented separately for des-
cription, analysis, simulation, and performance calculations. Schematic
designs are discussed in detail, including normal pilot and equipment
operating functions and sequences. Equations of motion for two-dimensional
hops are derived and a simulation technique developed. Computer programs
for simulating vehicle motions were written and their logical structure
described. Applications of interest of each design are briefly discussed
to indicate the practical uses of hopping vehicles. Mass and configuration
parameters were studied in order to obtain realistic estimates of
vehicle hop performance. Resulting values are then compared with those
of other proposed mobility systems.
In order to make full use of the inherent capabilities of vehicles
based on this concept_ the possibility of executing plane change
maneuvers_ while performing normal hop functions_ was also investigated.
Use of such a technique is shown to be feasible, with the more sophisticated
transporter design, through computer simulations of a general rigid body
problem related to vehicle motion during deceleration and acceleration
events.
Finally, appendices are included to provide supporting material
for the primary investigation. A generalization of the analysis and simu-
lation of plane changing maneuvers has developed into an expeditious
method for obtaining computer solutions to the motion of mechanical
systems. This technique is presented in detail as Appendix B. Actual
computer simulation programs appear in Appendix C.
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II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND RELEVANT DATA
A. Lunar Environment
Lunar explorers and their equipment will be subjected to a unique
environmental situation. Three aspects are of particular importance to
pogo transporters : atmosphere, surface topography and properties, and
gravitational strength. The nature and influence of each are briefly
discussed below.
The existence and nature of lunar atmospheric gases have been
investigated by two distinct approaches : proper interpretation of
experimental measurements of the lunar disk properties at the Earth's
distance and theoretical calculations concerning the capture and escape of
gaseous molecules from the Moon. Data based on experimental observations
is_ at most, vague, because these measurements are only indirect sources
of the desired information about atmospheric existence. Such methods
can only give estimates on the upper limit of the surface pressure result-
ing from gaseous molecules. Three types of experimental measurements have
given pressure bounds of 10-6_ lO -9, and i0 -13 atmosphere 7 at the lunar
surface.
One of the basic theoretical approaches concerns the escape velocity
and mean residence time of a molecule of gas in the weak gravitational
field. Based on the estimated age of the Moon, this method indicates
that all of the lighter gases would have quickly been lost_ but there
might still be a very rarefied combination of heavy gases, e.g., krypton
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and xenon. Singer made an extensive theoretical study of a possible
residual atmosphere. He concluded that no permanent atmosphere exists.
However, there is an exosphere, i.e., atoms in the gaseous mantle at the
lO
surface do not interact but describe free orbits under the influence of
lunar gravity. Based on this information, the dynamic analysis of pogo
transporters need not be concerned with atmospheric drag effects.
Although the rarified atmospheredoes not affect performance, it may
indirectly influence hardware design considerations. Contamination of
existing gases deteriorates the potential scientific value of lunar
exploration, because accurate knowledge of atmospheric density and com-
position should provide valuable information about the interior chemistry
and radioactivity, possible volcanic processes, and composition of the
solar wind. The lunar exosphere is so tenuous that it is particularly
susceptible to contamination from exploration activities such as Apollo
flight operations and mannedand unmannedexploration equipment1. _nese
newly introduced gases have relatively low molecule weights and, there-
for% _ill escape the Moon. However, the elimination of these contaminants
from descent rockets at the touchdownarea may require a period of several
days, about the samelength of time as planned for Apollo explorations.
This area mayhave a radius of several hundred meters, about the sameas
the operating range of astronauts on foot. This situation indicates a
definite need for a small mannedtransporter in order to at least obtain
accurate atmospheric data.
Contamination also results from transporter operation. Water vapor
is expelled from astronaut pressure suits and cabin cooling system_
while life support and propulsion units expel other contaminants.
Minimization of the contamination problem maybe an important factor in
subsystem design considerations.
Lunar topographic features of prominence include maria, craters,
mountain formations, and rille systems. Maria are smooth, dark areas
ll
comprising about 40 percent of the visible disk and have diameters of up
to 700 kilometers. There are three theories on the origin of these lunar
seas presented by Goldj Urey; and Baldwin. However, Baldwin's logic
seemsto be the most convincing; because it is confirmed by lunar obser-
vations. Gold's theory postulates extremely thick dust layers in maria,
but this is refuted on the basis of the existence of rifle systems. Urey
and Baldwin agree that maria resulted from large scale meteoritic colli-
sions, followed with filling-in by molten rock of the blasted out craters.
They disagree on the source of this molten material. Baldwin9 suggests
that it was internally originating lava. Flows from deep within the Moon
covered the huge craters sometime after the actual impact. Therefore; it
is widely agreed that the basic surface of lunar maria is composedof
igneous rock with very gentle slopes.
Craters are muchsmaller in area than maria but are regarded as
meteoritic impact locations which have not been filled in by lava flows.
Manyof the craters have thin sharp rims and steep slopes on either side
of these edges. However, in general; the larger the crater, the gentler
the slope of its inner wall. Crater floors are usually broad plains
somewhatbelow the meanelevation of surrounding areas. Onthe visible
disk there are five craters whose diameters exceed 200 kilometers3 32
others with diameters in excess of i00 kilometers; and thousands with
smaller areas. Roving vehicles mayhave difficulties in exploring manyof
these craters; because their locomotive capabilities are limited to little
more than gently sloping surfaces.
Mountain formations are thought to result from the huge planetesimal
collisions which initiated the maria. These upland regions are observed
to have relatively few crater marks; implying a young age for such
12
formations. The highest visible peaks occur at the lunar South Pole and
reach to 6 kilometers in elevation. In contrast to the mountains sre the
shallow depressions known as rilles. These are typically located on the
inside edges of maria and configured in huge sweeping arcs with radii of
curvature of several hundred kilometers. Rilles are usually less than
a kilometer deep and just a few kilometers wide. These are thought to
be caused by thermal fracturing which occurred when the mare lavas cooled
and shrank.
In addition to the four basic classes of topographic features: maria,
craters, mountains, and rilles, there exist all sizes of debris resulting
from all the meteoritic impacts. The lunar explorer has a large selection
of surface features to investigate. However, somekind of transporter must
be used. Debris will be one of the most serious mechanical obstacles to
deal with. Also, the general composition of lunar soil will affect the
design and performance of such vehicles.
Prior to "soft" landings of spacecraft, observations concerning the
nature of lunar soils were madeindirectly by infrared measurements,
telescopic sightings, and radio and radar data. 7 These techniques lead
only to gross conclusions about the surface composition, but they all
agree that a layer of poweredmaterial covers most of the visible disk.
Infrared measurementsfurther reveal that this layer has a thickness on
the order of centimeters and lies on a dense substratum. Of particular
importance is knowledge of the dust layer in the prime landing zones for
Apollo. However, the information can only be obtained by actually landing
equipment in those areas.
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Luna IX and Surveyor spacecraft have shed somelight on this
problemI0_I]_12. Theseunmannedlunar landers have confirmed the existence
of a generous distribution of rock fragments_ at least in the touchdown
zones. Surface soil appears analogous to wet beach sand_ in both behavior
and appearance. Analysis of the Surveyor I dynamic touchdown experiment
revealed the surface material hasa static bearing strength on the order
of 5 psi. (3.45×105dyne/cm2). Surveyor III data indicated a static
bearing capacity of 2xlO5 to 6xIO5 dynes/cm2 and this capacity increases
with bearing size. Surveyor V data gave a capacity of about 2.7×105
dynes/cm2 and a density of i.i g/cc. Penetration depth of footpads on
Surveyors I and III was 2.5 to 5 cm. These results definitely indicate
that the lunar surface can support landing vehicles and hopping trans-
porters, at least in the mare regions where the Surveyor vehicles landed.
However_proper design of a supporting foot for pogo vehicles is of major
importance. For this work it is assumedthat such a foot can be created
and that its performance can be simulated by assuming a rigid and perfectly
rough lunar surface. This idealization will give sufficiently accurate
results for the performance estimates investigated here.
The surface temperature at the lunar equator varies between -250° and
+250°F during the period of one lunar day. This presents a serious heat
transfer problem for transporters. Howeverj no problem peculiar to pogo
stick designs are anticipated and solutions to thermal problems common
to all lunar mobility systems are either at hand or being developed.
Since pogo transporters will have trajectories with small dimensions
comparedto the lunar radiusj a constant and uniform value of gravitational
acceleration can be assumed. The meansurface value is 5.51 ft/sec 2
(162. cm/sec2).
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B. Basic Dynamical Sequence
The dynamical sequencediscussed in this manuscript applies to a
pogo transporter model of the following schematic description. A main
body which consists of structure, control and operating equipment, and
payload is supported by a "leg-with-foot" arrangement. The crew of one
or more astronauts is located either on or in the main body. The leg and
foot device initiates and brakes vehicle motion via the propulsion unit.
Main body and leg mechanismsare assumedto act as rigid bodies even
though the crew and somematerials on board are3 in fact, somewhat
elastic. Most non-rigid bod_ effects maybe eliminated by a control and
stabilization system. While the transporter is at rest the main body is
stabilized by a set of supporting legs connected to this body. This
description is general enough to apply to both configurations being
studied. More specific descriptions will be given as each model is
discussed in detail.
The sequence of motion for one hop can be thought of as a five step
process. Assumingthe vehicle initially at rest and deployed to move in
the desired direction, the first step is an acceleration of the main
body with respect to the leg and away from the lunar surface with the
acceleration vector usually inclined to the local vertical so that
horizontal motion is also achieved. The driving force is produced by a
propulsive unit which acts between the leg and main body to produce
relative motion. Since one end of the leg is fixed to the surface by
foot traction, energy of propulsion is essentially transformed into
kinetic and potential energy of the main body. The acceleration phase
ends when the leg has either extended to a given length or the main body
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has reached a specified velocity, depending on the control of performance
parameters.
For the purposes of this study it is assumed that the relative trans-
lational motion between leg and main body ends instantaneously. In effect,
this is an inelastic impact which occurs in infinitesimal time, resulting
in partial loss of mechanical energy and in conservation of transporter
linear and angular momenta. This transition is referred to as "engage-
ment" (of the leg by the main body) throughout the manuscript.
The ballistic phase commences with engagement. This is a period
in which the transporter is flying along a "free-fall" trajectory. A
flat Moon approximation indicates that the vehicle center of mass follows
the classic parabola. Leg orientation and attitude maneuvers are expected
to be performed during this phase. This is necessary to prepare the
vehicle for landing and possibly plane changing. The ballistic phase ends
at the instant of foot contact with the lunar surface.
It is assumed that the foot makes an inelastic impact with the lunar
surface in infinitesimal time, thereby losing all of its kinetic energy
and momentum with respect to the Moon. The translational degree of
freedom of the leg with respect to the main body is released simultaneously
with the foot impact and the leg is again allowed to move against the
propulsive force. Thus, this transition will be referred to as "disengage-
ment". Consistent with the lunar surface model, it is assumed that the
foot does not slide or sink after contacting the soil. Furthermore_ the
foot does not transmit torque to the leg and main body. Therefore, total
angular momentum about the foot-leg joint is conserved during impact.
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In conjunction with these events, the main body acceleration is immediately
influenced by re-introduction of propulsive force.
The deceleration phase is similar to the acceleration phase in that
the pilot experiences the same kind of forces in both instances. At the
beginning of this last phase of a hop the vehicle has a certain amount of
kinetic and potential energy. During deceleration the mechanical enei-gy
must be transformed back into propulsive energy, thus recovering much of
the initial expenditure. This phase and the hop is terminated when the
relative translational velocity between leg and main body reaches zero.
The leg is then either locked to prevent further such motion or this
relative velocity is allowed to change sign and the next hop begins. If
the leg is locked a rest period will begin. During non-hopping periods
the vehicle is assumed to be stabilized by its supporting structure.
Operations which can be performed in these time intervals include vehicle
re-orientation, acquisition of scientific data, sensor emplacement, human
functions, and control system adjustment.
C. Propulsion Law
The propulsion law is a relationship between thrust force and other
variables such as relative position and velocity of the leg with respect
to the main body, and time. Each type of device has such characteristic
relationships. For the application studied here, a propulsion unit which
offers much versatility and adjustability is required. It must be capable
of quickly changing its parameter values during ballistic phases and
between hops. Of course, it should be compact and of minimum weight.
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All these requirements can be satisfied by using a piston-in-cylinder
device driven by an expanding gas. The working fluid may be nitrogen_
products of decomposed hydrazine3 or some other commonly used propellant.
Force exerted on the piston by gas pressure may be transmitted to
the leg either directly or through a gear train 6 as illustrated in
figure i. The direct drive device (fig. la) incorporates a combination
piston and leg_ thus having a i:i gear ratio. This device is very simple
and is especially useful for small transporters which require only short
acceleration/deceleration displacements. The geared drive design (fig. ib)
permits a long acceleration/deceleration distance for a relatively small
piston displacement. This is very useful for large vehicles. The gear
ratio is defined by
Zp'Zp
0
r _ d-d
0
From this, it is obvious that r = i for the direct drive version. For
the geared model r is usually given and d is the desired quantity.
Therefore_
Zp-Zp
d o + d . (2-1)
r o
The motive force_ _ is related to the piston pressure force3 F_ by
F
r
Since this investigation is just a first order attempt to obtain
performance figures_ it is sufficient to assume an idealized situation.
Calculations based on such assumptions give a reference from which
designers may later work. The propulsion model used here injects and/or
18
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Figure 1. Propulsion Models for Pogo Transporters
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vents a given mass of working fluid into or out of the cylinder before
the next acceleration or deceleration phase. This mass remains constant
during expansion or compression. The corresponding thermodynamic processes
are assumed to be adiabatic and reversible. Therefore, each expansion
and compression is considered isentropic. At the temperatures and
pressures of interest_ most candidate fluids act quite like perfect gases.
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This leads to the perfect gas isentropic relation
pvJ=K
Typically_ a unit mass of working gases may experience the following
processes. At the beginning of a hop it is fed into a small displacement
at relatively high pressure. During acceleration this gas experiences an
isentropic expansion until engagement. Adjustments in pressure and volume
may be required during the ballistic phase to prepare for landing. This
can be done by changing both total mass of gases in the cylinder and
piston position. Vent and fill values can be used to reduce and increase
mass_ respectively. During deceleration these gases experience an
isentropic compression.
Since isentropic expansions and compressions have been assumed, the
propulsive force is independent of time and depends only on piston dis-
placement for the given initial conditions of any particular phase. The
force on the piston is simply
F = pA (2-3)
and the volume is
v = Ad (2-4)
c
2O
It is necessary to express
and given parameters.
eliminate p, d, and
F as a function of leg displacement, Zp,
Therefore, combining expressions (2-1)-(2-_) to
Vc gives
Do
F T-1 K
= : (A) •
(Zp-Zm +dor)T
O
Human Factors and Dynamic Limitations
The primary mission of lunar transporters is to move the human body
around on the surface of the Moon. Therefore, the characteristics and
limitations of astronauts are the most significantly influencing factors
on design and performance of such vehicles. Designers of pogo trans-
porters must take into account human factors problems common to other
mobility systems and must deal with the peculiar problems brought about
by the unique dynamic sequences of hopping vehicles. Considerations for
detailed designs and missions must reflect the influences of physiological
and psychological effects. However, at this stage of development, it is
sufficient to assume that astronauts can be conditioned to cope with
emotional problems such as fear, anxiety, and intolerance to discomfort.
This will allow the investigation to disregard psychological factors.
It is the physiological factors which are of utmost importance to
the operation and performance of pogo vehicles. In regard to human
14 ..
dynamic limitations, Stapp has said: . . man is a thin flexible
sack filled with thirteen gallons of fibrous and gelatinous material,
inadequately supported by an articulated bony framework." The human
body is normally subjected to lg which is withstood without incident.
As it is subjected to a slowly increasing acceleration upward in the
21
sitting position_ the following sensations are experienced. At 2g an
increase in weight and drooping of the soft tissues of face and body
becomeevident. At 2-1/2 g it is nearly impossible to stand up_ and
by 4g arms and legs cannot be lifted. Exposure to 5g for several
seconds may cause unconsciousness.
An extended stay on the Moonwill result in a decrease of tolerance
to accelerations because of reduced gravity. The body responds to a change
in environmental stress. If the weight support requirements on a bone are
reduced_ a negative calcium balance eventually occurs and the bone strength
becomesequal to the stress imposed. Of course_ muscles becomeweaker
when less work is required of them. However_these effects are thought
to be avoidable through a proper exercise program15. Apollo crews will
only be subjected to reduced gravity for a few days and astronauts
stationed at lunar bases will probably have a physical maintenance program.
Therefore_ the acceleration tolerance levels of lunar astronauts should be
comparable to those of earthbound men. Physical limitation data based
on experiments conducted on earth will be used here.
The duration of acceleration3 during acceleration and deceleration
phases_ on pogo vehicles is_ at most_ on the order of a second. This is
fortunate3 becausehumancapabilities are very sensitive to exposure
time_ i.e._ the shorter this time the greater the acceleration magnitude
one can tolerate. Physical limits also depend on acceleration direction_
rate of onset and decline3 subject age_ relative position of body limbs_
and protective devices. Humanaccelerations of several g's are not
16
uncommon. Table 1 gives some examples of aircraft pilot exposures
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Table i. Approximate Magnitude and Duration of Accelerations
Experienced by Aircraft Pilots
Situation
Catapult take-off
Seat ejection
Parachute opening
at 6,000 ft.
Magnitude
(g)
2.5-6
10-15
8.5
Duration
(sec )
1.5
0.25
0.5
Figure 2 presents crew orientations and configurations of interest for
pogo transporters. The direction of acceleration is given in each case
by an arrow, i.e., crew members feel inertia forces in the opposite direction.
Figure 5 presents estimated tolerance levels for each configuration in
figure 2 as a function of duration. The magnitudes represent the highest
levels of acceleration to which the subjects were willing to be exposed
voluntarily. 14'16
The curves of figure 3 clearly indicate there are preferred
orientations with respect to acceleration direction and the tolerance
level is higher for shorter durations. However, the optimum choice of
position and acceleration profiles is also a function of other pil_4
operations such as navigation and reconnaissance observation. Further-
more, the actual acceleration must be well below the limits shown in
figure 5 to insure satisfactory crew performance during hops. The long
term effects of an extended period of hopping have not yet been
investigated. However_ the pilot can stop and rest at the end of any
25
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givem hop. For the purposes of this study an upper acceleration level
of 25_ of the maximum values for given durations is assumed. This should
insure comfortable and efficient operations.
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Ill. SMALLHOPPING_O_T_ (SHOT)
A. Configuration Description and Operation
The Small Hopping Transporter (SHOT) is intended to be a minimum
system with regard to weight, size, and complexity. Such vehicles could
be incorporated into the last few flights of the Apollo series and into
extended lunar base operations. Emphasis on early Apollo flights will
be placed on successfully sending and returning the astronauts. Develop-
ment and qualification test time required for a lunar transporter 17 is
more than 4 years, thereby ruling out possible application of SHOT until
at least 1972, beyond the time of initial Apollo missions. Final and
optimum configL_ations will be somewhat different than those presented
here, but in order to achieve desired objectives, one model configuration
based on current technology and deductive reasoning is assumed.
Figure 4 presents a schematic profile of such a configuration 18.
The main boar of $_O_ _o_s_sts of all equipment except the thrust le_,
foot, and pilot with back pack. The main housing contains power supply;
propulsion tanks, valves, and controls; attitude stabilization system;
hop abort system; and possibly, a sample box and small scientific instru-
ments. Surface stabilization and plane change mechanisms are used between
hops to support and maneuver the main body for the next hop. If a plane
change is necessary, the main body can be rotated about a vertical az:is
into the plane of the following hop. The surface stabilizing mechanism
permits landing on slopes and rough terrain. In addition, it must provide
transporter support while the leg and foot are re-positioned after each
hop to the next take-off position and orientation.
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Mounted on top of the main body are the pilot accommodations,
insti_uments, flight controls_ and emergency equipment. The seat design
and relative orientation are critical from the standpoint of dynamic
performance_ navigation and reconnaissance observations, and pilot
comfort. In order to keep SHOT simple the pilot is required to navigate
by visual observation of landmarks. While resting between hops he must
be comfortable and in a position to make observations and take pictures
while seated. It should be easy for the pilot to get into and out of
his harness. However3 with all these requirements, he must also be in
a position which allows a large enough acceleration to make the vehicle
performance attractive. Careful consideration of the curves in figure 5
and the above factors leads to the seat configuration shown in figure 4.
The range of acceleration directions to be experienced by the pilot for
surface slopes between -20 ° and + 20 ° are also shown in this figure.
Using figure 3 and applying the 25% acceleration magnitude criterion_
another set of curves can be constructed which give upper limits of
acceleration on SHOT as a function of direction and duration. These are
presented in figure 5. This represents the basic performance envelope
for such a vehicle. All calculations of hop range and speed will be
dependent upon accelerations falling below the corresponding curve in
figure 5. These curves will be used extensively in later performance
estimates.
During acceleration and deceleration phases the pilot will not have
the time or capability to move his arms and hands in order to operate
control switches. Therefore, these switches may be located in the arm
rests near the hand positions. For safety purposes, pilot extremities
29
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Figure 5. SHOT Acceleration Limits
3O
should be secured in place during hopping periods to minimize perturbations
to the stabilization system from pilot movements. His masscenter should
be near the vehicle center of mass.
The stabilization control system has a simple function on SHOT. It
must maintain the main body as an inertial platform during each hop. How-
ever, the design of this system will require the application of modern
control techniques. Disturbing torques will vary in type and size over the
phases of each hop. During acceleration and deceleration phases moments
about the foot will arise from the vehicle weight, thrust misalignment,
pilot motion, and possible foot slippage. Ballistic phase torques result
from leg and other mechanismreorientations, pilot motion, and propulsion
exhaust and filling operations. Engagementand disengagement transitions
are assumedto contribute, at most, minor perturbing moments. Candidate
devices for solving these stabilization problems include reaction wheels19
and twin-gyro controllers 20. Since the main body will be essentially an
inertial platform, the three disturbance axes are effectively decoupled.
This indicates a linear control system is sufficient, and reaction wheels
are well suited for this type of application because they require relatively
simple control circuits and hardware. However, these devices may need large
amounts of power,and main body rotations between hops to changeplanes would
normally cause gyroscopic coupling amongthe reaction wheels. Unless such
problems can be easily solved or avoided, a more sophisticated system may
be required. Control systems employing twin-gyro sets need little power
and can deal with dynamic coupling problems, but they require muchmore
complicated circuitry and hardware. However, their overall weights may
be comparable to those of simpler systems because of recent develops in
d_sign optimization 21.
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Pilot and system functions involved in operating SHOT may be
described as follows. Initially, the pilot mounts the main body and
secures himself with harnesses and other safety locks. Before starting
a hop he must decide upon the direction or plane of motion. If SHOT
is not oriented in that plane, a rotation of the main body and thrust
leg is required.* The landing area is visually observed and the hop
profile selected. If visual sighting of the landing spot is blocked by
an obstacle, a reconnaissance (vertical) hop may be in order. In most
cases this situation will not occur. Once having selected the landing
area, the pilot must estimate range, elevation, and local slope at this
site. This information is entered into the propulsion and mechanism
control devices which automatically adjust thrust leg orientation, initial
piston displacement, and gas pressure in the cylinder. Once the ballistic
phase is reached, these same devices will reorient the leg, adjust piston
displacement and gas pressure, and reorient the between-hops stabilizing
mechanism to match the slope at the landing site. It is assumed that
vehicle motion is optimized in order to minimize working fluid expenditure
for a given mission. A technique for doing this is discussed in
Appendix A and is used in performance calculations.
As soon as the initial adjustments of propulsion parameters are
completed, the pilot can press the piston-release button, thus beginning
the acceleration phase. This lasts until the piston reaches a pre-set
engagement displacement. During the hop, physical expenditures of energy
by the astronaut are kept as low as possible. However, he must make
The piston-in-cylinder thrust unit is hinged so that only rotation with
respect to the main body about an axis normal to the pilot's plane of
symmetry is allowed.
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visual observations, while in ballistic flight_ of future landing sites
and topographic features of interest. Directional orientation of the
thrust leg for disengagement is nominally coincident with the vehicle
velocity vector at the end of the ballistic trajectory. This arrange-
ment essentially eliminates angular impulses to the transporter when the
leg and foot lose momentumand energy. Displacement and pressure
adjustments madeduring the ballistic phase are based on constructing
nearly symmetrical acceleration and deceleration phases so that the
pilot will experience a peak accelerating force both at the beginning
and end of each hop, and the magnitudesof these peakswill be approximately
equal. Just before the piston is locked at the end of the deceleration
phase, a set of springlike stabilizing legs engagethe lunar surface
around the main body. Pilot accuracy in choosing hop parameters: range,
relative elevation, and local slope, will determine whether this last
phase of motion is rough or smooth.
Before initiating the next hop, the pilot must, at least, reorien_
thrust leg, reset piston displacement and adjust cylinder gas pressure.
However, if several hops on a large plane surface are in order, he need
not enter new hop parameters into the control devices before each leap.
In such situations a minimum of between hop time is required and a high
average speed can be maintained. Performance estimates are based on
computerized hop simulations. These are presented later in this chapter.
B. Analysis and Simulation of Vehicle Dynamics in Plane Motion
As a first step to obtaining quantitative performance data for pogo
transporters, each distinct event occurring during the execution of a
typical hop must be described by mathematical models. Then these
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contributions to the dynamical character of the vehicle are fitted
together to form a complete hop. Equations of motion are derived for
acceleration_ ballisticj and deceleration phases. Matching conditions
are also developed for engagementand disengagement. A hop simulation
sequencemust be constructed which includes a terrain model_ launch and
landing orientations, and propulsion operating model. Discussion of
techniques for obtaining performance data will then be in order.
The acceleration phase can be characterized by the model shownin
figure 6. Since plane motion is assumed, only the two coordinates
defined in this illustration are necessary to locate the transporter
position at any time. Inertial stabilization of the main body by the
control system permits only linear motion along the thrust leg direction
during acceleration and deceleration phases. In effect_ this stabilization
eliminates all rotational degrees of freedom. Therefore_ the acceleration
phase model is a mass M with one degree of freedom moving under the
influence of propulsion and gravity. The associated constraints are holo-
nomic and scleronomous_and the thrust force is a function of _M alone.
These factors permit the application of the conservative form of
Lagrange's equation22,
dt, M, - _M = 0 . (5-i)
For this simple case
V : Mg_M sin _ + %(_M) .
*time -independent
s4
_-- _C.M. OF M4SS M
Figure 6. Acceleration Phase M_I
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Since L = T - V, equation (5-1) becomes
3v
_M + Ng sin G + _M = 0 •
Noting that the propulsion potential_
8v
_ = -_M
V is defined by
P
leads to
1
Ivl_"= M _ " g sin _ •
Substituting expression (2.5) with r = i into this result leads to the
desired form of differential equation for the acceleration phase. Hence,
K
1 o
O
where Zp has been replaced by _M'
= - g sin (_ . (5-2)
K o = Po(Ado)T ,
and the time interval in which equation (3-2) applies is t+ _ t _ t'.
O e
Expression (5-2) is an ordinary nonlinear inhomogeneous second order
differential equation which is generally solved numerically for arbitrary
values of T. In particular_ since T is the specific heat ratio of the
working gas, its range of values indicates that numerical integration is
most convenient for hop simulation objectives. This integration process
is further discussed as part of the computer simulation program (part C
of this chapter).
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When the gas has expanded to a point at which _M has reached a
preset engagement value, _M ' the thrust leg is instantly locked and
e
the transporter becomes a single rigid body. Since the time interval
required for engagement is considered to be infinitesimal, impulses
imparted by gravity and surface reaction forces are negligible and need
not be included in this analysis. Thereforej linear and angular momenta
are conserved during this transition of phases, and a simple set of
relationships between velocity components, before and after engagement3
result :
= ,o-o,'"
?.(te+) = (_m)?.(te) •
Since these velocity components have finite values, no displacement of
coordinates takes place during engagement. Thus,
X(t+) = X(te) = ZM cos G )
e (5-4)
Z(t +) : Z(te) : _ sin G .
e
Relations (5-5) yield the initial conditions for ballistic flight.
During this phase of the hop, the vehicle is essentially two rigid bodies
connected by a hinge, so that thrust leg reorientations can be performed.
In the real situation this operation will effect the location of the
transporter center of mass and, thereby, range and speed performance
calculations. However_ the mass of these rotating parts is much less
than that of the stabilized platform with crew. Furthermore, design
details of propulsion components are still unknown. Therefore, it
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seems reasonable to assume that the center of mass motion caused by
reorientation operations can be ignored for this "first-order" analysis.
In other words3 the X_Z coordinates need not be adjusted for this
effect but are simply coordinates of classical parabolic flight. The
equations for this trajectory can be stated in integrated form immediately,
and
= X(te +) = constant
7, = 7,(t+) - g(t - te )
X = X(t e) + X(t:)(t - te )
i
Z = Z(t e) + 7,(t+)(t - te ) - _g(t - te)2
(3-5)
(3-6)
These relationships apply for the time interval t + _ t _ td. The
e
ballistic phase ends at the instant of foot-surface contact td.
Disengagement is a combination of two simultaneous events. The foot
contacts the lunar surface inelastically through infinitesimal distance
and time. It loses all of its momentum and kinetic energy to this surface.
The piston is also released at this time to move against decelerating
gas pressure in the cylinder. To avoid angular impulses to the vehiclej
the landing angle P is set to coincide with the velocity vector
direction at the instant of contact. Therefore3
p= tan'lFZ(t_il
where 0 < p < 90°. This condition results in total loss of linear and
angular momenta and kinetic energy for the thrust leg at td. However3
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these properties are conserved during disengagement for the main body
and crew. Therefore, it is immediately evident that
X(td) = X(td) )
(s-8)
?.(td) = ?,(td)
and
X(td) = X(td)
]Z(td) = Z(td) • (3-9)
Equations (3-8) indicate that the speed of the main body with respect
to the thrust leg at the beginning of deceleration is
N(td) = + V,(td) (3-i0)
Relation (5-10) implies that acceleration and deceleration phases differ,
at least, in the manner each is initiated, since each leap is started
with zero velocity of the main body. However, these phases are similar
in that both are constrained to one degree of freedom and motion is
influenced by propulsion and gravity. The deceleration model is
characterized in figure 7- Here again constraints are holonomic and scleron-
omous, and the thrust force is a function of _M alone. Hence, equation
(Z-l) is applicable here. Since
1 .2
W =_ _e_,M
V = Mg_ M sin _ + S(_M)
for deceleration, then the differential equation of motion becomes
8v
M_M +Mg sin _ +_M= 0 •
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During this phase the propulsion force is
_v 7-i K
(_ - _d + dd)7
where
= Pd(AXd
These expressions lead to the desired form:
'" 1 Kd
_M MA_-I (_M- _d + dd)_ =-g sin _ .
(3-11)
+
td _ t _ tf. _pressionThe time interval inwhlchthis applies is
(5-11) is a differential equation of the same class as equation (3-2)
and may also be solved by n_Jmerical methods• This is accomplished in
the computer simulation program discussed in part C of the chapter.
These two differential equations indicate that propulsion unit operation
can be Simulated through gas pressure and displacement variations. Vent-
ing and filling effects on vehicle motion can be ignored, because these
operations are executed between hops and during ballistic flight, and the
control system will eliminate perturbing torques•
Deceleration and the hop are terminated at the instant the velocity
to Simultaneously, with this the thrust isgoes zero. event, leg
locked with respect to the main bo_, and between-hop stabilizing legs
engage the local surface to secure the vehicle for reorientation maneuvers.
Formally, the condition for hop termination is
 (tf): 0
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which defines tf, time at which the hop ended. Final values of X and
Z are obtained by extrapolating between the two appropriate numerical
integration steps provided by the simulation program.
Before a computer simulation can be developed, all relevant parameters
must be specified. These parameters are of three different types. A
detailed design of the vehicle will determine accurate values of M, m,
and A. Specific performance goals lead to desirable values of _M '
o
_ _ , do, po _ and Pd" The lunar environment determines the valuee Md
of g_ and surface characteristics lead to values of launch angle
for minimum expenditure of working fluid. Estimates of design and basic
performance parameter values for this investigation are obtained by
studying other proposed mobility systems, where applicable, and by using
"engineering judgement" in determining non-critical parameters. Actual
values are developed and presented in part E of this chapter.
The launch angle _ is an important parameter_ because it can be
used to help minimize gas expenditure. Typically3 a certain percentage
of this working fluid must be vented after each hop and or during each
ballistic phase. Therefore_ it is desirable to have a minimum of gas in
the cylinder at the beginning of the acceleration phase. The mass of
this gas in the cylinder for a given thermodynamic state and given
value of _ is a minimum for minimum engagement velocity. Hence, itlis
desirable to have the launch angle set at a value which gives maximum
range. Equation (3-2) indicates a certain dependence of engagement
velocity _M(t$) on _. The average force of propulsion is_ however,
many (12 to 20) times larger than vehicle weight, and the effect of
launch angle on this velocity is further reduced through the trigonometric
operation sin J. It mus% be concluded that the _nitial ballistic
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velocity is quite insensitive to variations in _ about the optimum
value for maximum range. Computed performance data confirms the
relative independence of _ and _M(te). These observations indicate
the optimization of _ can be thought of as the problem of maximizing
for a given value of 4(t+). The hop profile associatedrange with
this problem is shown in figure 8. It is assumed ballistic flight occurs
between points 0 and F which lie on a line parallel to a linear
sloping terrain at an angle _. There are two reasons for this
assumption. The amount of algebra required to find the range is some-
what reduced, because only one slope angle need be considered. Second,
and more important, when a is positive, as is the case in figure 8, the
deceleration distance is less than that for acceleration. This helps to
make the peak accelerations felt by the pilot approximately equal, because
vehicle kinetic energy is less at disengagement than at engagement for
positive a, implying a shorter stopping distance is required to obtain
equal acceleration peaks at beginning and end of the hop. A similar
equalization of these peak values occurs when _ is negative, because
deceleration distance is greater than that for acceleration, and the
kinetic energy to be taken out is greater for _ less than a small
negative threshold value*. Typical acceleration profiles are presented
with the performance figures in part F of this chapter. The condition
which insures that points 0 and F lie on a line parallel to the
surface is
A slight loss of kinetic energy is experienced durir_ engagement by
inelastic locking of the thrust leg to the main body. Therefore, kinetic
energies imparted by acceleration and dissipated by deceleration are
equal when the conditions
X(te) = X(td) and Z(t;) = - Z(td) are satisfied.
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Figure 8. Hop Profile for SHOT Simulation
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_Me sin (G - o) = _d sin (_ + o)
Appendix A presents an analysis of launch angle optimization for maximum
range# and it is found that
O
C_opt = # + 7 (3-13)
0
for -90 < o < 90°.
C. Computer Simulation Program
Computer programs to simulate hopping motions of interest were
designed in a manner which allows their continued expansion to provide
increasingly detailed information as pogo transporter technology
advances. A digital computer was used because of its versatility with
respect to design projects. Actual computer listing of these programs
are presented in Appendix C. Program logic, as discussed below, reflects
the influence of the FORTRAN IV compiler language characteristics because
these programs were finally written in this language.
The program constructed for SHOT performance simulation computes
coordinates and velocities of the center of mass of vehicle minus thrust
leg in plane motion over a linearly sloping surface with given initial
conditions. Various elements of the dynamics analysis were presented
in part B of this chapter. The technique of combining these factors to
make a complete hop simulation is discussed here. Figure 9 presents the
flow of logic in this simulation. Actual physical composition of such
a program consists of a main program, a library subroutine for solving
sets of first order ordinary differential equations, and other supporting
subroutines. The program has five basic functions: accept configuration
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Figure 9. Schematic Flow Chart for SHOT Simulation
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parameter and initial condition values, integrate the differential
equations of motion, logically sequence hop events, compute hop performance
figures_ and print results. The flow chart of figure 9 is only schematic3
and its purpose is to illustrate the sequence of computational events.
A description of this sequence is now presented.
A digital computer program is a maze through which the computer
takes input data values3 these values being operated on with each
sequential event. SHOT input data consists of values for T3 Po' A, M,
m, do, _ , _M ' g' to' and e. Within the framework of the dynamic
O e
model thrust magnitude and duration_ working fluid, mass distribution_
and environment can be selected. The program stores this input data and
then prints these values as a heading on the output for run identification.
Computation then begins on the acceleration phase differential equations_
i Ko
- g sin_
M- MAT-1 (_M _M +do )_
0
(5-14a, b )
steps can be tabulated.
dependent variable _N ,
e
Since the phase terminates on a test of the
integration generally proceeds to within
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which are obtained from expression (5-2) by reducing it to first order
with definition (5-14b). Several substitutions are first required before
starting numerical integration of set (3-14). Solutions of the differential
equations encountered in this investigation were obtained through the us _
of a library subroutine which employs a Hamming's modified predictor-
corrector method for initial value problems. Desired accuracy and
integration step size can be specified, and either part or all of these
one step beyond this desired value. Therefore, interpolation of independent
and other dependent variables is required to obtain accurate data at the
engagementpoint. Velocity componentsare then calculated from relations
(3-3) to obtain initial ballistic values. The parabolic trajectory
profile is then easily tabulated from equations (3-5) and (3-6) in ten
equal time steps to the disengagementpoint. The ballistic range and
time are calculated from
1 + 2 _ +_2 2_)X(t d) - _te) = _[X(te) + Z_te/ ](sin 2_ - 2 tan_ cos
_t d) - _t e)
td - t =
e _(t_)
During the instant of disengagemen t velocity components are unchanged
for mass M and propulsion is again activated. Initialization for
numerical integration is repeated. Before the deceleration differential
equation_ given by expression (5-11) and reduced to first order, can
be solved, a cylinder pressure is calculated using a formula
determined from experience_
Pd = (i - sin 2 e)Pe (5-15)
so that Pd _ Pe" This method of selecting Pd is necessary beca,_
some kinetic energy is lost in engagement and the value of _M_ is
affected by a through condition (5-12). Results indicate expression
(5-15) is satisfactory for the purposes of this study. Numerical
integration of the deceleration phase is carried out and terminated by
for _ m O. Here again tabulation is optional and interpolationtesting
is required. A further test is then made to determine the final value
_8
of displacement df which corresponds with 4 = 0.
criterion it has been decided that the value of
than d . If the case
o
with a new value of Pd
As a design
df should not be less
df < do occurs, then deceleration is recomputed
obtained from the formula,
(Pd)next = i.i (pd) .
prevlous .
This increase in disengagement pressure will result in a larger value of
dr. This process is repeated until the condition dd a do is satisfied.
Then final hop performance data is printed. This includes te, td, tf,
ballistic flight time, _M(te), " +
_(te), rangej maximum altitude, % 6,
Pc' Pd' and df. The program reads in the next set of data and repeats
the above cycle.
D. Applications of Interest
It is hoped that first operational SHOT models will be used in
connection with the Apollo Applications Program which will commence
shortly after initial Apollo successes. This program will consist of
exploration missions to several areas of interest on the visible face of
the Moon. Landing sites include the craters Copernicus and Alphonsus, and
rille areas such as Schr_ter's Valley and Davy Rille. Hopefully 3 this
transporter will be developed in such a manner that it can be taken with
the astronauts in one launch vehicle, thus permitting a mobility _q'_ivalent
to the combined performance of a lunar flying unit and roving vehiclej
in addition to avoiding the extra expense and complexity of a second
launch vehicle. Specific uses of SHOT on the lunar surface include
reconnaissance observations, exploratory excursions, and possibly
human factors experimentation. Reconnaissance information may
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be obtained under two different circumstances. If the pilot sets the
launch angle to 90°, then a vertical hop will be executed. This type of
maneuver is designed for the sole purpose of making terrain observations,
and it permits a maximum altitude and ballistic flight time to be
attained for given propulsion parameter values. Reconnaissance data is
obtained during normal travelling hops in which the launch angle was set
to a value less than 90°. The pilot must make observations related to
future landing sites and interesting topographical features during each
ballistic phase. Exploration trips are required for carrying out the
primary objective of lunar missions, i.e., to collect scientific data on
the nature and origin of the Moon and its environment. On these excursions
the pilot will be placing remote sensing devices for transmitting certain
types of time-dependent data back to Earth over an extended period of
time, making location-dependent measurements, collecting geological
samples, and making surveys for the construction of accurate maps.
Several interesting experiments can be done to obtain data related to the
effects of low gravity on pilot performance. It is not yet known if the
human senses will be greatly impaired and if an astronaut can quickly
carry out navigation and control decision functions while being subjected
to hopping motions.
After the Apollo Applications Program is completed, extended-stay
lunar bases may be set up for further lunar and astronomical explorations.
Members of these expeditions will need transportation devices for several
purposes. A small vehicle, such as SHOT, can fill many of these
requirements. Short range reconnaissance and exploration_ as well as
equipment maintenance trips are well within the capabilities of the
5O
SHOTvehicle and are of primary importance to lunar base operations.
Other possible uses of a small fast transporter include delivery of
emergency life support equipment in rescue operations and transfer of
astronauts between shelters during rotation-of-personnel maneuvers.
With these application possibilities, SHOTmay easily develop into a
"MoonJeep".
E. Parameter Values for Performance Calculations
Discussion of the SHOTsimulation program in part C of this chapter
indicates the requirement for determining certain parameter values before
performance calculations can be executed. Theseparameters are separable
into three classes : massdistribution, propulsion unit and working
fluid, and environmental factors. Each of these classes and associated
parameter values is separately discussed in the following paragraphs.
0nly two mass distribution values M and m are required for
this first-order performance analysis. However, vehicle mass is dependent
upon the individual componentswhich makeup the system. Table 2 lists
the various items required for an operating model of SHOT. This list
also gives a conservative estimate for the mass of each item. These
values were determined on the basis of other studies of lunar roving and
flying vehicles 5317,An Apollo astronaut with portable life support
system (PLSS) charged for a three hour excursion has a massof 9.7 slugs.
A spare PLSShas a massof 2.1 slugs. These units also contain trans-
ceivers for astronaut communications. The primary propulsion unit can be
a simple device. For example, if hydrazine is the propellantj the
propulsion subsystem consists of valves, tubing, reaction chamber,
propellant tank, pressurization tank, and a cylinder for the thrust leg.
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A conservative massestimate for this subsystem is 1.4 slugs. Assume
hydrazine decomposition products of molecular weight 18 makeup the
propulsion working fluid, and the initial displacement volume is 0.3 cu.
ft. Then, for a starting pressure of 150 psi and temperature of 600°F,
the massof gas in the cylinder at the beginning of a hop can be estimated
through the equation of state of a perfect gas, and its value is 0.0022
slug. It is expected that a typical excursion of 3 hour duration and
6 mile range will require about 1200 hops. If the propulsion working
fluid is utilized with an efficiency of 50%, then half of the initial
fluid in the cylinder will be expelled during a nominal hop, and the
total mass of hydrazine expelled is 1.32 slugs. Thus31.5 slugs is a
conservative estimate for initial working fluid mass. Between-hop
stabilizers and plane change mechanismshave an estimated mass of 3.4
slugs. The power source maybe either batteries or fuel cells, with an
estimated mass, including electronics for control and power distribution,
of 2.1 slugs. A payload massallowance of 0.7 slug will permit a
significant numberof experiments to be performed. The major perturbing
torques to be eliminated by the stabilization control system will occur
about the pitch axis. Of these, the largest will have an average
magnitude of about 300 ft-lbs for as long as 0.7 sec. This will occur
during acceleration and deceleration phases and result from the moment
of vehicle weight about the foot position. An angular impulse of up to
210 ft-lb-sec must be eliminated by the control system if this torque
has not been avoided through mechanismdesign techniques. Consider a
cylindrical momentumwheel of 1.5 ft diameter. This could maintain
stability through a braking process during the two critical phases if
it is initially rotating at a rate of 6000 rpm and has a massof 2.4 slugs.
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Other disturbance torques are expected to be minor compared with those
about the pitch axis. Therefore3 a conservative estimate of the stabili-
zation control system mass is 5.5 slugs. The main body structure is
assumed to have a mass of 3.4 slugs, and the thrust leg-with-foot a mass
of 0.5 slug. Each of the four nozzle units of the emergency abort system
accounts for about 0.5 slug. It is estimated that a nominal abort maneuver
requires a velocity change of lO fps. If the propellant used has a
specific impulse of 200 sec and the vehihle mass is 35 slugs, then about
0.19 slug of this expellant is used. Assuming 2% of the hops require
abort maneuvers3 then 4.5 slugs of propellant is needed. The total
mass of the abort system is then estimated to be 6.6 slugs. Therefore,
total vehicle mass is 36.9 slugs, of which M = 36.4 slugs and m = 0.5 slug.
The magnitude of M is assumed to be constant throughout the excursion,
even though working fluid and abort propellant are being expelled in
addition to the possible unloading of remote sensing devices during an
excursion. Some or all of this lost mass may be replaced by geological
samples. The actual change in mass cannot be estimated at this time.
Propulsion unit configuration and working fluid selection are rather
arbitrary at this point in SHOT development. For this study a satisfactory
value for piston area seems to be 0.2 sq. ft. This permits peak pressure
values to be of reasonable magnitude for hops of interest. A nominal
value of specific heat ratio for hydrazine decomposition products is 1.2.
The computer simulation program also requires values for do' _M ' and
o
_M " The dependence of vehicle performance on these parameters is
e
determined by varying their values.
There are only two environmental factors required to simulate SHOT
dynamics. The value of gravitational acceleration is constant and
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uniform at 5.31 fpss. The linear slope angle will be varied to determine
its effect on performance. Constant parameter values used as input are:
M = 36.4 slugs
m = 0.5 slug
A = 0.2 sq. ft.
7 =1.2
g = 5.31 fpss.
Table 2. Estimated SHOT Mass Distribution
Item Mass
(slugs)
Pilot with PLSS
Spare PLSS
Primary propulsion
Propellant
Between-hop support equipment
Power supply and electronics
Payload
Control and stabilization
Main body structure
Thrust leg-with-foot
Emergency abort system
Total
9.Y
2.1
1.4
1.5
3.4
2.1
O.T
5.5
3.4
0.5
6.6
36.9
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F. Results of Performance Simulations
Two-dimensional hop simulations of SHOT were performed with the
vehicle parameter values listed on page 54. In addition, the initial
main body displacement value ZM was assumed to be 4.0 ft in all cases
O
studied. The following table indicates ranges of varied parameters for
this study:
parameter
accel, distance, ZM - %M
e o
initial cylinder displacement_ d
o
initial cylinder pressure, Po
linear surface shope,
range
i to 2.5 ft
0.5 to 2.0 ft
i00 zo 175 psi
-i0 ° to i00
Although Po represents a critical quantity in a working transporter
model, a more instructive parameter im the initial acceleration
O
which is also the peak value of acceleration. Equation (3-2), evaluated
at t = to(_M = _M )' gives
O
P° A
= -_- - g sin G
O
Noting that (_ = _/4 + a/2, and inserting constant parameters values,
give s
(fpss) = 0.79 po(pSi) - 5.76(sin _ + cos _)
O
The maximum variation of
O
use here, occurs when _ = i0 °.
resulting from surface slope values of
Therefore,
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_M (fpss) = 0.79 po(PSi) - 3.76
o
within 0.34 fpss. Now Po can be replaced by
tion of formula (3-16).
(3-16)
_M through the applica-
o
Figure i0 illustrates the relationships between acceleration duration
and peak acceleration for various values of acceleration distance and
initial displacement. Comparing these curves with figure 5 indicates
the acceleration levels used here are well within estimated limits of
human endurance.
Figures ii through 13 show hop range data for acceleration distances
1.0, 1.5, and 2.5 ft, respectively. As expected, for positively sloping
surfaces, range is decreased if peak acceleration is maintained at a
given level. Range is increased for negative slopes. Furthermore, range
is increased for larger initial cylinder displacement, because pressure
falls off at a slower rate with gas expansion. Finally_ increased
acceleration distance increases range, because propulsive pressure acts
through a longer displacement, thus increasing the work of the gas on
the vehicle. This then increases initial ballistic velocity and, there-
fore_ range. Figure 14 illustrates this effect. Since gas pressure
falls off as displacement increases, these curves approach asymptotes
corresponding to infinite expansion of the working fluid.
Figure 15 illustrates the relationship of range to ballistic flight
time and maximum altitude during flight. These curves appear to be
independent of initial displacement values in the interval of interest
and indicate that for given ballistic flight time, range is slightly
increased for increased acceleration distance while the initial pressure
required is reduced slightly. Alternately, for fixed rathe, ballistic
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flight time decreases slightly with increasing acceleration distance,
because initial pressure must be decreased to maintain a given range
and a longer leg decreases ballistic range required to achieve a given
range. Furthermore, maximum altitude is indicated to increase slightly
with increased acceleration distance for given range, because vehicle
center of mass motions with respect to the main body center of mass are
not accounted for in this simulation. Therefore, increased leg length
adversely affects calculated altitudes for specified range. In fact,
maximum altitude should decrease slightly for increased accleration
distances.
m^_ _,,_^_'-_^ an average .... _ for _'_, _ ..... _ ............. _-- time
must be taken into account. This interval is assumed to be 2 seconds.
Figure 16 shows two typical acceleration profiles. For the Po = lO0 psi
case, range is 45 ft and total hop time is 4.45 sec. Adding the 2 second
between-hop interval, this vehicle has an average speed of only 6.7 fps.
However, the Po = 175 psi case corresponds to a range of 76.5 ft in
5.65 sec, giving an average speed of lO fps (ll km/hr). This is more
than twice the safe speed of currently proposed roving vehicles. Further-
more, during a 3 hr sortie, this transporter could travel over 20 miles
in about 1,380 hops. A 420 lb (190 kg) one-man flying unit can carry
25
the same payload as SHOT to a radius of only 4.4 miles without refueling.
Each such round trip requires an expenditure of 270 lbs of propellants.
SHOT can carry this 25 lb payload to lO miles and return with the expendi-
ture of only 48 lbs of working fluid. A roving vehicle which can perform
a l0 mile radius sortie requires several additional hours to make the trip
and weighs 5,600 lbs. 17
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Based on the above performance figures and comparisons, it would
seem that SHOT vehicles offer significant advantages to lunar explorers.
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IV. LUNAR HOPPINGLABORATORY (HOLAB)
A. Configuration Description and Operation
The Lunar Hopping Laboratory (HOLAB) is intended to be a sophisti-
cated mobility system with extended range and duration capabilities.
Such vehicles might be incorporated into the Apollo Applications Program
and into extended lunar base operations. Use of this device would not
be possible on early Apollo flights for two reasons. Initial emphasis
will be on sending and returning astronauts with a single Saturn V launch
vehicle. HOLAB would require a separate launch vehicle for its delivery
to the lunar surface. Secondly_ development and qualification test time3
required for a lunar transporter of this complexity3 is probably more
than 5 years. Therefore, operational use of this device may not be
realized before 19733 beyond the dates of initial Apollo missions. If
this design can be shown to have superior performance and growth capabil-
ities and at least equal reliability with respect to currently proposed
roving vehicle designs3 then HOLAB could replace its massive_ slow com-
petitor for lunar applications. Final and optimum configurations will
differ from those presented here_ but in order to achieve desired objec-
tives3 the only practical approach at this point in HOLAB development is
to assume a specific model based on current technology and practical
considerations.
Figure 17 presents a schematic profile of the entire transporter
and a cutaway view of the crew cabin for the configuration studied here.
The main body of HOLAB consists of a double pod and all other equipment
except the thrust leg and foot. This pod is divided into two cabins
which contain power supplies3 prima_ propulsion unit_ life support
f POD
RUST LEG
FOOT
(a) Vehicle configuration
Figure 17. Schematic Profile of HOLAB
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supplies, attitude control and navigational equipment, emergency abort
propellant tanks, hop computer and electronics 3 scientific instruments_
and sample box. The crew cabin is designed to accommodate two astronauts
for about l0 earth days, thus providing life support, nutrition, and
other necessary facilities for this period. Vehicle support during rest
intervals is supplied by stabilizing legs. Unlike SHOT, this more
sophisticated transporter can change planes and rotate the thrust leg
without stopping. The former maneuver is accomplished by rotating the
pod center of mass out of the plane of flight during the ballistic phase.
Resulting moments during the deceleration and following acceleration
phases cause a rotation of the thrust leg such that the plane of"
motion is changed. The thrust leg continuously rotates about the foot
position during deceleration and acceleration into the next hop so that
plane changing and leg reorientation occur simultaneously without stop-
ping the vehicle between hops.
HOLAB can travel several hundred feet during each hop. Since the
pilot cannot make unaided visual observations of future landing sites
and manually determine proper control settings to arrive at these sites,
navigational equipment and a hop profile computer are required. The
sophistication of this vehicle permits crew orientations to be more
favorable with respect to acceleration forces than were permitted on
the SHOT configuration. However, acceleration and deceleration phases
for this large transporter have durations of the order of 1 second.
Figure 5 indicates a very high tolerance to acceleration for all body
orientations given in figure 2. Because of this observation and the
comfort of the crew, the seat configuration for HOLAB is essentially the
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same as that for SHOT. Again imposing the 25% criterion on figure 3 for
this design leads to a set of acceleration limit curves for this trans-
porter. Since the pod is assumed to be pitch stabilized relative to an
inertial frame, even though not so stabilized about other axes, this set
of curves is essentially identical to those in figure 5 for SHOT. There-
fore, these curves determine the basic performance envelope for both
configurations.
During acceleration and deceleration phases the pilot is not required
to perform any functions, because the plane change maneuver and propulsion
unit adjustments are executed automatically during these phases. There-
fore_ normal control switches need not be located in the arm rests,
although they must be easily reachable during the ballistic phase. Body
movement while hopping should be minimized to keep perturbations at a
low level. An emergency abort system is provided for those instances
in which sighting errors and other unexpected events occur.
The attitude control system required for this vehicle is somewhat
more sophisticated than that for SHOT. Primary function of this system
is to insure that vehicle motion follows a sequence prescribed by the
analysis ofamathematical model which assumes rigid bodies and idealized
interactions without perturbations. This somewhat idealized model allows
pod rotations about yaw and roll axes with respect to an inertial
reference frame, indicating a high degree of dynamic coupling among
degrees of freedom. Therefore, a highly nonlinear controls problem
must be solved before developing satisfactory control circuits. This
system must provide attitude stabilization during ballistic flight for
vehicle and leg reorientation operations. Other disturbance torques will
7O
vary in type and size over the phases of each hop, but are expected to
have small magnitudes when compared with normal reorientation maneuvers.
During acceleration and deceleration phases, unwanted moments about the
foot Joint may arise from misalignment, crew movement, and foot slippage.
Engagement and disengagement transitions are assumed to contribute, at
most, minor perturbing torques. Since the control devices must work
with a high degree of coupling among coordinates, a promising candidate
is a set of twin-gyro controllers 20, even though complex electronics are
associated with these devices. The weight of such a system is, however,
21
expected to be comparable with that of simpler systems .
Crew and system functions involv_...... _',", ,",""='"°+"_"'_,.._.__,., J.,.,.,._-.,._"""^" . ._ b_
described as follows. Initially, the pilot and co-pilot enter the crew
cabin through the airlock and secure the hatch. This cabin supports a
shirt sleeve environment, thus allowing the crew to take off their EVA*
suits. The two men then secure themselves in the contour seats and
execute a pre-hop check list. Gyros are run up and propulsion cylinder
is charged. If the first landing site has not yet been selected, the
pilot sets controls for a reconnaissance hop to make appropriate observa-
tions. The piston-release button is then pressed and a vertical hop of
more than i00 ft is initiated. The ballistic phase of this leap lasts
for several seconds, allowing time for navigational readings to be
taken. These readings are made by the co-pilot through the use of an
optical instrument which is, in some respects, analogous to a submarine
periscope. Range, elevation and azimuth are simultaneously adjusted by
this astronaut. When he has fixed this instrument on a suitable site a
button is pressed and the settings for this site, relative to HOLAB, are
*extravehicular activities
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transmitted to a hop profile computer. This calculates required take-off
orientation and gas charge in the cylinder to make a hop which takes the
vehicle to within a few feet of the sighted landing point. Therefore,
immediately after the reconnaissance hop is terminated_ vehicle control
equipment rotates pod and thrust leg to proper settings and adjusts
propulsion parameters automatically. The piston-release button is
again pressed and a series of continuous hops begins. During the first
travelling ballistic phase other sightings of landing points are made with
the navigational instrument, and the computer generates settings for suc-
ceeding travelling hops. These settings are transformed into disengage-
ment attitude angle values and rates, and into propulsion adjustments.
This maneuver allows the vehicle to move continuously from its present
hop into the next hop, because values generated by the computer lead to
proper compression of the working gases and rotation of transporter axes
so that the next engagement occurs with the pre-calculated transporter
orientation angles and velocity components which allow HOLAB to reach
the second landing point. This process is repeated until the pilot elects
to stop at the end of a given deceleration phase. An effort has been made
here to optimize vehicle operation in order to minimize working fluid
expenditure for the two-dimensional hop calculations, but continuous
hopping with plane changing precludes this type of rigorous optimization.
Any required maneuver may have a number of possible combinations of
orientations, angular rates, and propulsion adjustments. In any given
situation the combination which leads to the lesser fluid expenditure can
be thought of as an optimization.
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B. Analysis and Simulation of HOLABDynamics in Plane Motion
At this early stage of hopping vehicle development, most significant
results are obtainable from basic first order approaches to the major
problems concerned with the merits of such devices. It is desirable
and practical to ignore minor influencing factors when estimating hop
performance values whosefoundations rest on approximations. This
simplification also avoids confusing complications in the analysis.
Therefore, immediately essential results_ indicating the feasibility of
this concept, must be concerned with performance estimates based on
realistic assumptions. This type of investigation yields the dynamic
sensitivities of these devices to variations of th_ m_j.............
Hopping motion is primarily 2-dimensional and can become3-dimensional
only during acceleration and deceleration phases. Motions in these phases
contribute little to hop range, speed, and profile. Furthermore_ differences
between 2- and 3-dimensional motions occurring in these phases have very
minor effects on single hop performance values. Plane change maneuvers are
important to a larger part of the overall exploration mission_ because
most landing sites of scientific interest lie along non-coplanar paths.
Therefore, vehicle performance_ as estimated here, is based on a simple
2-dimensional hop model, assuming that no between-hop stopping is required.
The ability to perform continuous hops is demonstrated through a simula-
tion of the plane change maneuver in which disengagement orientation and
angular rate values are used to determine rotations of the hopping plane.
Successful implementation of this maneuver permits a maximum average
speed to be achieved. The analysis related to this problem is presented
in part C of this chapter.
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The 2-dimensional hop simulation model for HOLABis very similar to
that used for SHOT. Figure 18 illustrates this configuration in the
acceleration phase. Here the pod is represented by a double sphere
of mass M and is assumedto be inertially stabilized and able to
apply a controlling torque to a thrust leg of mass m such that only
translational motion is allowed between leg and pod. This assures that
HOLABis a one degree of freedom system during acceleration and deceleration
phases. Although rotations of the leg are in fact allowed in the general
dynamical situation, this restriction of degrees of freedom results in
only a very minor deviation between real and estimated hop performance
figures, primarily because the thrust force is much greater than variations
in gravitational and centrifugal forces resulting from a second degree of
freedom.
The terrain model used for HOLAB is identical to that used for SHOT
and the launch angle is again given by equation (5-15) and landing angle
by expression (5-7). Propulsion is supplied to the thrust leg through
a gear train as illustrated in figure lb.
by equation (2-5) with r i l,
7-_ K
= o
z-z + dor)7
P Po
Therefore, thrust is given
(4-1)
with subscripts for the acceleration phase. For this hop model the
associated constraints are again holonomic and scleronomous, and
the thrust force is a function of z alone. Therefore, Lagrange's
P
equation of form (5-1) is applicable to acceleration and deceleration
phases:
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Figure 18. Acceleration Phese Model for HOLAB Hop
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Kinetic and potential energy terms are analogous to those for SHOT.
resulting differential equations are
The
7-i K
o
ZP - M'Zp_ - z + d r) 7 = - g sin
Po o
(4-2)
for acceleration_ and
)7-1 K d
- = - g sin _ (4-5)
ZP (_ M(Zp - z + ddr)7
Pd
for deceleration. Engagement and disengagement relations are simply those
used for SHOT and are given by expressions (3-5), (5-4), (5-8), and (5-9).
Ballistic trajectory equations have already been presented as sets (5-5)
and (3-6). Furthermore, computer simulation logic for HOLAB hopping
dynamics is given in figure 9. The only basic differences between the
two simulation programs occur in differential equations (4-2) and (4-5)
and in the input data requirements because r / 1 for HOLAB. (See
Appendix C for the actual program statement listing.) In conclusion_
parts B and C of Chapter III serve to explain the operation and structure
of both hop simulation programs with the exception that _M becomes
z for HOLAB.
P
C. Analysis and Simulation of Plane Changing Maneuvers
In order to visit interesting locations on the lunar surface,
astronauts travelling in HOLAB must have the ability to change their
hopping plane at will. Of course, this can be accomplished with
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conventional rocket thrusters which operate during ballistic flight.
However, this approach to the problem is extremely costly in terms of
weight, thereby greatly reducing the inherent payload capability of this
vehicle design. Another method of performing plane changes requires that
the transporter stop between hops. During this rest period mechanical
reorientation of leg and pod takes place. This is a time consuming
operation and significantly reduces the average horizontal speed, probably
to less than half the ballistic range rate. Since a maximumspeed
capability is important in all lunar missions, especially for rescue
operations, it is quite desirable to perform plane changemaneuvers
while Lhe Vehicle i_ _xecuLii_ oLh_r required hop motions. Furthermore,
this should not be done at the expense of payload capacity, i.e., with
the use of rockets. Such a technique is possible and is presented in the
following paragraphs.
A plane change is accomplished by allowing out-of-plane gravity
torques to act on the vehicle during the interval in which the foot is
on the surface, i.e., from the beginning of deceleration of one hop to
the end of acceleration of the next hop. These torques are created
primarily by rotating the pod about the leg axis such that the pod
center of mass leaves the hop plane before disengagement occurs.
Secondary moments are also produced when the leg is rotated out of this
plane. The problem of determining the relationship between a given plsxle
change requirement and the associated disengagement orientation and
angular rates is a difficult one, but the dynamics of these maneuvers must
be simulated in order to demonstrate the feasibility of this maneuvering
technique. A complete study of this problem might include the following
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items : sensitivity of plane change performance to variations in initial
conditions and configuration parametersj resulting angles and angular
rates which must be eliminated by the control system3 acceleration pro-
files experienced by the crew_ and maneuver profiles and duration.
Demonstration of an actus_Iplane change is presented in part G of the
chapter.
Treatment of the plane change problem can be characterized as the
description of the motion of a rigid slender rod, sliding pod configuration
about a fixed point under the influence of propulsion and gravity. A
complete study of this rigid body problem would have three steps: derivation
of the appropriate differential equationsj setting up of a computer
program to solve these equations3 and calculating enough data from the
initial value solution to effectively determine the required boundary
value relationships. These results _ould be used in an overall
plane change computer program with disengagement_ deceleration,
acceleration, and engagement simulations. This rigid body problem
represents only the deceleration/acceleration phases, but it is the
"heart" of the plane change maneuver. The slender rod, sliding pod model
used in this study is illustrated in figure 19. This configuration is a
satisfactory representation of HOLAB for the purposes of dynamic simula-
tions_ because the primary concern at this point of pogo transporter
development is the determination of gross configuration performance and
related parameter sensitivities. The model of figure 19 incorporates
these important configuration parameters. Each of the two cabins making
up the pod of mass M is represented by a sphere. Both of these have
equal mass_ sizej and uniform density. The connecting mechanism contain-
ing a gear box is assumed to be massless. Therefore, the pod accounts for
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Figure 19. Configuration Model for Plane Change Maneuver Analysis
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all vehicle mass except that of thrust leg and foot. This leg is a long
thin_ homogeneous rod of mass m and length 2_. The foot is considered
to be of small mass compared with other components and is ignored in this
analysis. Radius of each cabin is R and distance between cabin centers
is 2.5R. Displacement of pod center of mass from the foot is z . Pod
P
and leg centers of mass are separated by a distance h3 the offset
parameter which leads to an efficient plane change maneuver. The x_y_z
set of axes are fixed to the vehicle at point A which coincides with
the foot joint. Thrust leg symmetry axis coincides with the z-axis.
The x-axis is normal to z and is in the plane of pod symmetry which
also contains z. Finally_ the y-axis is normal to both x and z. The
only allowable pod rotations with respect to this body-fixed frame occur
about an axis parallel to y and passing through the pod center of
mass_ i.e.3 about the line of cabin centers. Such rotations are executed
by the control system so that the crew will not be subjected to pitching
motions. This means that the cabins are inertially stabilized with
respect to pitchj thus, allowing observational data to be taken during
reorientation maneuvers and insuring proper acceleration positions for
the crew.
Events related to plane changing operations experienced by the crew
members may be described as follows. During any given ballistic phase
navigational sightings are made. Data relevant to the landing site for
the following hop is automatically transmitted to the computer. Then
the required plane change to arrive at this site is computed with other
parameters for the next hop. This result is again used by the computer,
in conjunction with vehicle position and velocity values for the upcoming
8O
disengagement time, to calculate angular orientation and rotation rates
necessary at the instant of foot contact such that proper rotation into the
following ballistic plane will be achieved. This computer will be con-
structed on the basis of plane changesimulations similar to the one pre-
sented here. Values generated by these calculations will be automatically
implemented by the control system. This device must also eliminate
residual rotations after the following engagementevent has occurred.
Although the crew will not be subjected to pitching motions, they
will experience roll and yaw rotations because of the constraint relation-
ships between leg and pod. During the actual plane changemaneuver, they
will feel both ]in_s_ _ _111_ ..... _÷_ _- fo_ _yp_ always
results in the familiar "eyeballs down" effect, but the latter type may
change directions in the course of this maneuver. However, the magnitudes
of forces resulting from angular accelerations will be much less than
those caused by the propulsion unit. Therefore, humanfactor considera-
tions related to total acceleration experienced by astronauts need only
be concerned with forces produced by thrust. There may3 however, be
someproblems related to astronaut senses and psychological makeup, which
should be studied as part of a more comprehensive and sophisticated
transporter development program.
The plane change simulation is analyzed in two separate step_ an#
solved as one continuous process with respect to time. During a decelera-
tion and subsequent acceleration phase, vehicle motion is essentially
that of a sliding pod on a slender rigid rod, with one end pin-Jointed_
under the influence of propulsive and gravitational forces. In order to
relate a solution of this rigid body problem to hop dynamics, it is
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necessary to develop expressions which connect ballistic flight with
plane changemaneuvers. Oncethis is accomplished the desired relationships
between disengagementconditions and resulting plane change magnitudes can
be determined through a study of data obtained by solving the associated
initial value problem on a digital computer. Analysis of the problem will
follow a logical development. Differential equations of motion for the
foot-on-surface time interval are first derived. Then engagementand
disengagement conditions are developed. A method of solution and simu-
lation is presented which lends itself to the determination of required
plane change relations. Finally, the associated computer program logic
is briefly discussed and its operation described.
To initiate the derivation of differential equations for deceleration/
acceleration phases with plane changes, the basic configuration of
figure 19 is used to obtain a more specialized mathematical model for this
application. Figure 20 illustrates this model and defines relevant
coordinates. X,Y,Z represent an inertial reference frame. Linear
dimensions and body-fixed axes are identical to those defined in figure
19. A rigid body with one point fixed has three rotational degrees of
freedom. Since the pod has only translational motion with respect to
the leg, influenced by propulsion, this mechanical system has a total of
four degrees of freedom.* The absence of pod pitch freedom can bc easily
treated by assuming the pod momentof inertia about its pitch axis to be
This system has a fourth degree of freedom because the propulsive force
is assumedto be a function of pod displacement z . If z is
independent of coordinates, i.e., z (t), then there wouldPonly be three
degrees of freedom plus a time-dependent constraint.
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Figure 20. Mathematical Model of HOLAB for Plane Change Analysis
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zero, because about this axis, no torque can exist between leg and pod
and the pod can have no rotational kinetic energy. In effect, then, the
pod momentof inertia about its pitch axis is zero. Generalized coordinates
used here consist of the classic Euler angle_ %8, and 4, and the
pod center of massdisplacement Zp. The advantage of using these angles
can be demonstrated by considering the rotation of a rigid body, with one
point fixed, whosebody-fixed axes originally coincided with X,Y, and Z.
The reorientation of this body can always be described by applying the
Euler angles in proper sequence. First, rotate the body about Z an
amount _. Then rotate it about the line _ an amount 8, thus making
the line of intersection of XY and xy planes. Finally, rotate
the body about its z-axis an amount 4, ariving at the desired orientation.
These three angles completely and uniquely define the angular position of
leg and pod. With the addition of z the translational position of theP
pod is defined. Therefore, these four coordinates, _,@,_3 and Zpj fully
specify the state of this mechanical system at any instant during deceler-
ation/acceleration phases. The initial dynamical conditions for this part
of the plane changeproblem consist of the four coordinate values and
+
their associated derivative values specified at time t d. For this
analysis it is assumedthat all massesand momentsof inertia are known
and h is a constant parameter whosevalue is critical to efficient
performance of this manuver.
Constraints associated with the model of figure 20 are holonomic and
time independent, and do no work. Therefore, the Lagrangian formulation
maybe applied to the derivation of the differential equations of motion.
Since gravitational and thrust forces are conservative_ i.e., derivable
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from a potential function of the coordinates alone, Lagrange's equations
take the familiar form
d tSL _ 8L
_i j -_i =0
where
(i--1,2,3,4) C_-_)
L = T - V,
T = total kinetic energy of the vehicle,
V = total potential energy of the vehicle including gravitational
and propulsive_
and ql, q2,qz,q 4 = _,8,@jZp, respectively. To construct the desired
functional form of the Lagrangian L, it is first necessary to deri_
expressions for kinetic and potential energies in terms of the generalized
coordinates and their derivatives. Applying the theory of rigid body
dynamics leads to a general form of system kinetic energy,
___
1 2 1 2 _- - ij_. ._ (_-5)
T =[my L +_ MVp +_ • IL " _ + _
C C
where vL and Vp are the speeds of leg and pod centers of mass,
C C
respectively. _L and _p are inertia tensors of leg and pod about
their centers of mass, respectively. _ is the angular velocity vector
which applies to both leg and pod (except pod pitch) because of their
kinematic coupling. In order to avoid a great deal of algebraic mani-
pulation, the body-fixed axes were selected to coincide with principal
leg axes, and these are parallel to principal pod axes. Therefore, the
leg kinetic energy becomes
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2 l_ _LTL = mv L +_ • .
C
a (4-6)1 m2 + IL m2 + IL mz)=g(IL x y
x y z
where IL _ IL , and IL are the leg moments of inertia about the
x y z
x-_ y-_ and z-axes at point A_ respectively. For the pod, principal
axes of minimum moments of inertia pass through its center of mass and
are parallel to the x3y_z set of coordinates. This situation permits
the pod rotational kinetic energy about its center of mass to be written
as
14 _ "_w 1 2 2 2g_. Tp =g(Ip _x +IP _y+Tp _z) (4-7)
C C C
X y Z
where Ip j Ip _ and Ip are the pod moments of inertia about
cx cy cz
axes passing through its center of mass, which are parallel to the x,y_
and z coordinates_ respectively. Since the pod is pitch stabilized,
Ip is, in effect, zero and will be eliminated in the computer program.
Cy
Before the total kinetic energy expression can be used in the Lagrangian_
all contributing terms must be written as functions of _,e,@_Zp,@_0,_3
and _p. Therefore_ the three components of angular velocity, _x '_y'
and _z 3 must be expressed in terms of these variables.
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z/
x
z
C_y
Y
. "_'_°x
0
Thus 2
o_x = @ sin @ sin @ + @ cos _ 1
_o = @ sin e cos _ - e sin
Y
= _ cos 0 +
Z
(4-8a,b,c)
In addition, v2 must be written in these variables. Note that v
Pc Pc
is considered to be a vector in the inertial frame, because kinetic
energy is measured in this frame. However, the body-fixed and inertial
systems are related by an orthogonality transformation because of their
common origin. The radius vector r is invariant under such a
Pc
transformation and its magnitude is identical in both frames. Thus, the
2
algebra of deriving a suitable expression for Vp is greatly simplified:
c
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X¥
_p = h_x + ZPez
C
which gives
_p = + Zpe Z + z .= rp he x pez
e e
From the theory of infinitesimal rotations_
e =_xe :_ -_e
x x zy yz
e =_ X_ : co _ - co e
z z yx xy
so that
?p = z_ e + (_z - ZP_x)_
ryx
c
+ (_P- _)_z "
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Finally,
2 = . =_ +h2( +_z2)+zp(%+ )
VPc c c
- 2hZp_x%- 2_p_ . (4-9)
Combining expressions (4-5) through (4-9) gives the desired form of
kinetic energy. Before writing this equation, it is convenient to
introduce some simplifying definitions. To shorten the trigonometric
notation in future equations, the following conventions were borrowed
from celestial mechanics,
sin e = Se, sin _ = %, sin @ = S@
cos e = Ce, cos _ = C@, cos @ = C_.
It is possible to combine some constants by letting
IL + Ip = Ix
X C
X
IL .,+ Ip = IY
y c
Y
IL + Ip = I z
Z C
Z
(4-10a,b,c)
Now T becomes
:½_x(_SeS_+ c_)2 +_ _y(_sec_
1 .2 2.-2 2
i Zz(¢C0+ _)2+g M Czp+ _.pt,s_+ _2)+g
+ h2[_2 + _2S 2 + _2(_ + _S_) + 2_@C e - 2_SeS@C @] (continued)
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- ahzp[¢2secesl ' + _}c_, + 4_ses_, + _cec_]
+ 2h_.p[_S_,- $%'C_,]_}. (4-ii)
The total potential energy is immediately obtainable from figure 20,
v = _% + _(zp% + h%S_) + V(zp) (4-12)
where Vp(Zp) is again the potential energy of propulsion, a function of
Zp alone. The thrust force need not be expressed as a potential, since
it appears in the differential equations as 8Vp/SZp, the negative of
the thrust force between leg and pod given by equation (4-1). That is_
For this problem it is assumed that the mass of working fluid in the
cylinder is constant throughout the entire plane change maneuver _ There-
fore K has a constant value for deceleration and subsequent acceleration.
Thus
= (__)_-z Kd (4-13)
(Zp - Zp + ddr)7
o
is the thrust expression which applies during the entire simulation of
each maneuver computed.
Observations of equations (4-11) and (4-12) indicate that set (4-4)
can be written in a somewhat more specific form:
*In the actual case, working fluid properties must be changed during plane
change maneuvers to effect changes in hop range. This will probably
involve an increase or a decrease of fluid mass in the cylinder.
9o
d tST_
d (ST_ 8T 8V
_-,_, - _ +_ = o
dt'_" - _-_ +_ = 0
d (3T _ 3T 8V
-_ _
_-_,%, + = 0
(4-14a,b,c,d)
Performing the indicated differentiations on expressions (4-11) and (4-12)
will transform set (4-14) to the desired relationships between coordinates
and their derivatives. Si1_c_ _ i_ _ilc _v_t......_v_ _........._-_+l"_-J ,
in L, partial derivatives with respect to this variable are zero, thus
making equation (4-14a) simply
_T
= constant,
or
• 22 "2
+ + Iy(q)Se C_Ix(_S_S_ _ses_c_) - ses_c)
._ 2._2
+ Iz(__ + _%) + .Lzp_o - _zpsec_
2 " " 2
+. (_ +_#s_+¢c_- _s_s_%)
= constant. (4-15a)
Unfortunately, this type of simplification is not possible for equations
(4-14b,c,d) which now become
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ee e 2
(¢2S0C0 2 2+ rz + &i,se) + MC2Zp_p_+ z_" - _p¢ %%
H "2
- ,_z_E_o__s, +%%- _o_s, +_ s,(_ - j)l
+ h_pS,}- ,_s e + _(-zpSe + h%S,)= 0
•2 2 _@se_ +"rz(_Ce -Sase + _;)-(rx-Zy)(_ ses,c,
+ M_:h21:_;+ ce - 2_se_ - e'2s,c, + _2_s,c,:]
- 2h_p(_C,+ _SeS,) - hzp(_'C,+ _SeS, + 2_CeS,
"2
- _ SeCeCl,)] + _hSeCl, = 0
"_ _ _) + h(_'s, "" + ¢2s_ces,M[_.'p - Zp(_ S0 + - r.PSoCt/
+ 2_}c, + _44ses,):]+ _ce - (__)_,-1
=0
K d
(Zp - Zp + dd r)7
0
(_--15b)
These four expressions represent the set of second order ordinary
differential equations of the plane change maneuver.
(4-15c)
(4-15d)
There is a high
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degree of coupling amongcoordinates. This and the nature of the pro-
pulsion law makethese equations extremely non-linear in a rather compli-
cated manner. In general_ the motion is neither periodic nor of small
amplitude_ indicating that the only practical method of solution is by
application of computer techniques.
Before solving set (4-_) it is necessary to complete the problem
description by developing disengagementand engagementrelations. When
this is accomplished_ these differential equations can be solved by
simulating motion initiated at time td and computing coordinates until
engagementoccurs at time t +. At the instant of disengagement the foot
e
makes contact with the lunar surface, and the pod is simultaneously unlocked
and becomes free to move along the leg under the influence of propulsive_
gravitational_ and acceleration forces. Loss of all momentum and kinetic
energy is experienced by the foot. No torque is transmitted between foot
and leg during this event. Therefore_ angular momentum about point A is
conserved_ while linear momentum and kinetic energy of leg and foot are
partially lost to the lunar surface. Coordinates used for deriving dis-
engagement relations are the instantaneous body-fixed axes x,y_z, which
may be thought of as inertially fixed during this even% because no actual
displacements occur in this infinitesimal interval. Since the pod is
released to move down the leg at time td_ it does not experience any
impact effects along the z-direction during this event. No displacement
between pod and leg takes place in this instant so that propulsive forces do
no work on the pod. Therefore_ the velocity along the leg of a point on the
pod-leg connection mechanism which also lies on the z-axis will not be
affected by disengagement. These conditions can now be expressed in
quantitative form. Figure 21 illustrates the appropriate geometric
9_
relationships. Thus_ conservation of angular momentum about point A
takes the form
+
[(IL + IP c )_x - m_vL - MZpVp ] = 0 (4-16a)
C C C -
x x y y td
[(I L + Ip )_y + m_v L + M(ZPVpc - hVp : 0 (4-16b)
C C C C
y y x x z
+
+
+Ip )_z + MhVp ]Itd (4-16c)
[(ILc e c td = 0
z Z y
where only the values of the angular and linear velocity components are
affected by disengagement. The pod-leg connecting point condition is
expressed as
Vp (td)= vL (td)- _ZOy(td) • (4-17)
c c
Z z
To completely determine disengagement effects on the state of this
vehicle, kinematic relations between leg and pod are needed. At td
vL = Vp - (Zp - _)_y
C C
X X
C C
Y Y
- + (zp-
vL = vp +h_ Y
C C
Z Z
(4-18a, b, c )
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+and at t d
vL = _y
c
x
VL = - _x
c
Y
Vp = z_ Y
c
X
Vp ho z J= - Zp_O x
e
Y
(4-19a,b,c,d)
Given angular and linear velocity components of the leg or pod at time
td, then conditions (4-16) through (4-19) uniquely determine all required
+
values of the state of the vehicle at time td.
At the end of the plane change maneuve_ engagement occurs. Since
pod and leg engage in a perfectly inelastic manner over _n infinitesimal
time interval_ no displacements or outside impulses take place with this
event. Therefore_ vehicle angular and linear momentum are conserved
through engagement. By applying this principle to the components of
angular and linear momentum_ in addition to appropriate kinematic
relationsj initial ballistic coordinate and velocity values at t+ can
e
be uniquely determined from conditions at t_ the end of the plane
change maneuver. Here again body-fixed coordinates are used. Equating
angular momentum components about point A at times t" and t + gives
e e
+
t
[(T L + Ip )_x - m_vT, - MZpVp ] e = 0 (4-20a)
c c c c t
x x y y e
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[(I L + Ip )_y + m_v L + M(ZpVp
C C C C
Y y x x
t +
- hVPc )] te- = 0
z e
(4-20b)
t +
[(I L + Ip )_z + Mhvp ]I e
c c c t"
z z y e
=0 (4-2Oc)
which are similar to set (4-16)_ but apply at engagement rather than
disengagement. Equating linear momentum components at times t and
e
+
t gives
e
t ÷
[mVLc + _'_-_'Pc] te-
X X e
t ÷
[mVLc + MVPc ] te-
y y e
=0
=0
MVp t_ =[mvL + MVp ] t+ .C C C
Z e z z e
(4-21a, b,c)
In addition to their use at disengagement, kinematic relations, (4-19) apply at
t- and (4-18) apply at t +. Therefore_ expressions (4-18) through (4-21)
e e
uniquely determine engagement events.
The primary objective of this analysis is to relate an initial
ballistic flight plane to a new flight plane. These planes are defined
by the vehicle center of mass velocity components which lie in the XY-
plane. In order to simulate the entire maneuver in a realistic mannerj the
inertial velocity components c -_-_m(t_) and Zcm (t_)-a- are assumed to be
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given in addition to Zp(td) and the Euler angles and their rates at
time td. These vehicle center of mass velocities must be converted to
body-fixed coordinates before disengagement conditions can be calculated•
This is done by performing an orthogonality transformation on these com-
ponent s,
I!:mx
emT.
\ :cm 
= A Zcml/ (4-22)
cm/
where A is the orthogonal matrix,
A
gc - cess _
s?c_o - cesqoc_
+
-s?s + cecqoc _
-S@ C
c?se ]
% /
(4-25)
In expanded form relation (4-22) gives
V
cm
x
v
cm
Y
v
• cm
z
X +
cm
C@,Sqo + CeCqoS _
-S@Sq_ + CeC_C _
,. - Se Cqo
cm
_s@s e t+ I c_Se 7'cm " (4-24a, b,c)
/
k. Ce
These velocity components are related to the leg center of mass components
through plane geometric considerations:
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leg c. m.
/
I|
w_
LZ
v h
___/ pod c. m.
_;__"Vcmx
",4 Iv
LCx Zc
A
xc
X
vL
c
Y
vL
e
Y
v L
c
Y
= v
cm
x
= v
cm
Y
- (% - _)_y
- xc_ +(zo- _)%
= V +X LD
cm C yZ
(4-25a,b,c)
where
x _hm
c
__)+_% =_ (Zp
_] - _iZp - _)2 + h2'
(4-26a,b, c )
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Values given by set (4-25) are used with disengagement conditions to
convert vehicle center of mass components into leg and pod components.
At the subsequent engagement event values of vehicle center of mass
velocity components must be obtained in terms of the inertial frame.
First_ these components are calculated in body-fixed coordinates from
+
components of the leg center of mass velocity at time te by rearranging
set (4-25) :
Vcm = VL + (Zc - _)_x
x c
x
Vcm = v_ +Xc _z - (Zc - _)_x
y c
Y
v = v L - x_cm c y
z c
z
(4-27a, b,c)
Then an orthogonal transformation to inertial coordinates is performed_
Xcm
Ycm
Zcm
\
\ cm z
(4-28)
Expressions (4-28) can be expanded to get a form similar to set (4-24).
Noting a characteristic property of othrogonal matrices_
-i T
A = A ,
leads to
i00
Xcm
Ycm
Zcm
I c?c - CeSoS ?1
= c?s + cecs ?
s e s?
+ -S0% ( Vcmz
ce J
V
cm
X
-s_c - ces c? _
+ -s@s + cecc ?
sec_
V
cm
Y
(4-29a,b, c)
The expressions presented to this point completely describe the dynamical
state of this vehicle model in the interval td _ t _ t+'e Given the
vehicle center of mass velocity components and angular state with z
P
at time td_ then these relationships can be solved to generate the
+
entire state of vehicle dynamics at time t .
e
Solution and simulation of plane change conditions and equations
are performed by a digital computer program. Resulting data is used
to develop relations between final and initial ballistic flight planes.
Various elements of the dynamical analysis have been presented above_
and the method of combining these into a complete simulation can now be
discussed. The actual program is listed in Appendix C. Here, program-
ming methods, logic, and objectives are briefly presented. A schematic
flow chart of computational events is illustrated in figure 22. A program
run is initiated with the input of data containing configuration and mass
distribution information_ ballistic approach, linear and angular velocity
components related to vehicle center of mass, propulsion and working
fluid specifications_ and the gravity constant. These values are
immediately printed out. Then this data is operated on as indicated
lO1
READINPUTDATA
/INPUT
DATA
I TRANSFORM
VEH. C .M.VEL.
COMPONENTS
CALCULATE
DI SENGAG.
TRANSITION
VALUES
INITIALIZE
DIFF. EQN.
SOLVER
COMPUTE
DECEL/ACCEL
[ PHASES
l
INING. /
_sj
END INTEG. 1
WHEN |
z _ 7,(td) !
_o_ i
CALCULATE
ENGAGE.
TRANSITION
VALUES
I TRANSFORM
VEH. C.M.VEL.
COMPONENTS
I CALCULATE
FINAL
PLANE CHANGE
VALUES
PRINT /
RESULTS
!
Figure 22. Schematic Flow Chart for HOLAB Plane Change Simulation
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by relations (4-24) and (4-25) to obtain velocity componentsof the leg
center of massin body-fixed coordinates. These are used with expres-
sions (4-16) through (4-19) to calculate disengagement conditions at
+
td. Numerical integration of differential equations (4-15) can then
commence. However, these expressions are much more complicated than
those encountered in the two-dimensional hop programs. Setting these
equations into a library subroutine for integrating differential
equations requires an extensive amount of algebraic manipulation. The
amount of work required to construct a program which handles these
equations in their present form is even greater. Therefore, the method
developed in Appendix B for quickly formulating these expressions for
computer solution is employed in this section of the simulation program.
The rigid body problem considered here falls within the class of
conservative systems discussed in this appendix. Differential equations
(4-15) can be expressed in form (B-lOb) with n = 4. Coefficients a..
ij
and factors C. are defined by equations (B-12) and (B-11b), respectively.
i
Applying these to the case at hand, with indices 1,2,3, and 4 referring
to _,8,@, and Zp, respectively, gives the following results:
= 2 2 2
an (IxS_ + lyC,)So + ZzCo + M[_2C_+(zpSo - _CoS,)a] (4-3o_)
al2 = a21 = (Ix - Iy)SsS_C _ - MhC@(hS@S _ + ZpC 8)
a13--%1 --Iz% ÷ _(h% -zpSoS_)
al4 = a41 = _ MhSeC _
(4-30b)
(4-3Oc)
(4-30d)
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°22 (g-50e)
a23 = a52 = - MhZpC@
a24 : a42 = MhS@
a55 = Iz + Mh 2
(4-3of)
(4-3og)
(4-30h)
a34 = a45 = 0 (4-3oi)
a44 = M . (4-50j)
To eliminate second order terms let
i %
= %
P z
then the C. factors become
z
= 2 2 2
cI (ix - iy)[_e_se(s_ - 0¢)-s_c_(2%_¢%+ %%)]
__(-,s_,+Ty_%_osoco+T._oso(%co+_,)
_m2_1_%%(v.% + _.p%Ce)-2hv.%(%SeS_ + %0_)
_h212%(_,soc,+%cos_)sos,+ 2%_,soc_ _%2cos,c,]
(4-51a,b,c,d)
(4-32a)
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o_--(Tx - i )_,e%s,o,- _(c_ - _)]
- M{zp(2-%_e - _.p_sece)
2
+ h2s_[2%.(_ec_+ %ses_.)+ %secest,]
+ hzps,r(% + %%)2 _s2_o]_
+ _s e + m(zp% - h%S,) (4-32b)
C5 = (Ix - Iy)[S,C,(_So 2 - 4)+ co_co_So(C_- S_)]
- 2_-%(_ec, + %ses,)-_,p%%(2_es,-%sec,)]
- _s ee, (4-32o)
_ _ce + (__)T-I Kd
(Zp - Zp + ddr)7
o
(4-32d)
Equations (B-lOb) represent a set of simultaneous linear equations in the
(_. •_.'sj _O_ and _z here)3 which must be solved for these quantities
before integration can be performed by a library subroutine. This algebraic
operation can be accomplished as part of the computer program at each
step of integration or manually before setting up the program. Here;
lO5
this was done by the latter method using Cramer's Rule. This procedure
gives
zvz A (4-55a, b,c,d)
where
Ae ,A_, z
ooe   c onts
in [aij] by the column [C1 C2
minants take the forms
A is the determinant of the coefficient matrix [aij] and A_,
and A are determinants obtained by replacing the column of
and _ of set (B-lOb), respectively,
Z
C3 C4}. When expanded, these deter-
A = a1412a24(a12a33 - a13a23) + a14(a_3 - a22a33)]
2 2 2
+ a24(a13 - alla33) + a44[a22(alla35 - a13)
2
+ a23(2a12alS - alla23)-a12as3] (4-34a)
2
A_o = a14[C4(a23 - a22a33) + a24(C2a33 - a23C5)]
+ a24[C4(a12a33 - alsa23) + a24(a13C 3 - Cia33)]
+ a44[Cl(a22a53 - _3) + C2(a13a25 - a12a35)
+ C3(al2a23 - alSa22)]
(#-5#b)
lO6
Ae : al4[al4(a2$C 3 - C2a33) + C4(al2a3$ - al3a23)]
+ C 2
a24[ 4(a13 - alla$$) + al4(Cla3$ - alsC3)]
+ a44[all(C2a35 - a23C $) + al2(alzC 3 - Cla3$)
+ a13(Cla23 - al3C2)]
(4-34c)
A_ = al4[C2(al4_5 - al3a24) + C3(al2a24 - al4a22 )
+ C4(al3a22 - a12a25)] + a24[Cl(alsa24 - al4a23)
+ Cs(al2al4 - alla24) + C4(alla25 - al2alS)]
2
+ a44[Cl(al2a23 - alsa22) + C3(alla22 - al2)
+ C2(al2al5 - alla25) ] (4-34d)
2 )+Az : a14[Cl(a25 - a22a33 C3(alsa22 - a12a23)
+ C2(a12a33 - alsa25)] + a24[Cl(a12a33 - a13a25)
2
+ Cs(alla23 - al2alS) + C2(al5 - alla33)]
2)+
+ C4[a22(alla33 - al3 a25(2a12a13 alla23)
2
- a12a35 ] (4-54e)
Sets (4-51) and (4-55) represent the eight differential equations in
proper form to be integrated by a library subroutine. Although the above
expressions are complicated_ they represent a minimum of effort with
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respect to setting this problem into a computer program. Expressions
(4-34) are coded directly into the function subroutine which supports
this differential equation routine, so that values of _ _e _' and Vz
are computed from relations (4-33) at each step of the integration.
The plane change maneuver simulation continues until engagement
displacement is reached. This is assumed to be equal to the initial
displacement, i.e.,
Zp(t e) = Zp(t d) .
Then conditions (4-20) and (4-21) are applied to determine linear and
angular velocity components of leg and pod in body-fixed coordinates at
time t+. Expressions (4-27) are then used to convert these into velocity
e
components of the vehicle center of mass. Finally, set (4-29) gives these
last velocities in terms of inertial directions X_Y_ and Z. Since
these are the initial ballistic flight velocity components of the new
hop, the resultingplaneofinterest is defined by the angle B, calculated
from
(4-35)
The desired value of plane change is just the difference of this and the
initial plane angle 5(te). A plane change is demonstrated and related
results presented and discussed in part G of this chapter.
lO8
D. Applications of Interest
It is not intended to restrict applications of the pogo transporter
to lunar operations, because the concept offers inherent advantages in
any low gravity, low atmosphere environment where there is a sufficiently
substantial surface to support vehicle interactions. However, immediate
and near-future manned-space objectives are focused on exploration of
the Moon. Consequently, HOLAB applications related to lunar missions
are of primary concern. First operational models could be used
in connection with the more sophisticated missions of the Apollo Applica-
tions Program in the late 1970's. Extended surface explorations to areas
of scientific interest require mobility systems which provide sufficient
life support facilities, payload capacity, and versatility to perform
satisfactorily in the harsh lunar environment. At the same time, this
vehicle must be light enough to be carried by existing launch vehicles.
The inherent ability of HOLAB to fulfill these requirements within
technological constraints of weight and size will be at least partially
confirmed by the results obtained from dynamical models studied here
and presented in parts F and G of this chapter.
Specific uses of this transporter include extended reconnaissance
and cartographic vehicle, scientific data collection equipment carrier,
and human factors research laboratory. As with SHOT, reconnaissance
information may be obtained by two techniques. A vertical hop can be
executed for the sole purpose of making terrain observations, while
attaining a maximum altitude and ballistic flight time for given
propulsion parameter values. This type of data is also collected during
normal travelling hops. Scientific data collection is the primary
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objective of these trips. With HOLABany particular site of interest
may be visited for an extended period of probing and placing of sensing
devices. In addition to these applications, several interesting and
essential experiments can be performed to learn more about low gravity
and isolation effects over extended periods on humanbeings. Of
particular importance is the extent to which crew abilities are impaired
with respect to control and navigational functions.
Beyondthe Apollo Applications Program are the extended-stay lunar
bases. HOLABmayfulfill several requirements here, including those
uses mentioned above in addition to "crew bus" and "lunar ambulance"
applications. Since HOLABis fast and has a large payload capacity, it
is ideal for transferring several crew membersbetween shelters and for
emergencyrescue and equipment delivery operations.
E. Parameter Values for Hop and Plane ChangeCalculations
Both HOLABsimulation programs require several parameter and initial
condition values as input data. Most important parameters are related
to vehicle massdistribution, primary propulsion unit and working fluid,
and lunar environment. For the plane changeprogram_initial dynamical
conditions consist of vehicle orientation angles and velocity components
at time td, which are varied with each of the computer runs in order
to determine relations between successive ballistic flight planes. The
two-dimensional hop program requires only cylinder pressure and surface
slope as the primary variables. Nevertheless, manyother parameters
related to vehicle configuration maybe changed, at will, in either
program. Thoseparameters which are considered constants for this study
are evaluated in the following paragraphs.
ii0
The hop simulation program requires only two massdistribution values,
b
m and M. Several quantities in addition to these two are needed for
the other program because of the associated rigid body problem. Pod
mass, M is dependent upon the individual components making up the
cabins. Table 5 displays the various items contained in an operating
pod. This list gives a conservative estimate of each component mass,
obtained from a survey of studies on lunar transporter vehicles 17 and
preliminary design and performance calculations. The crew consists of
two astronauts, each weighing about 175 earth pounds without their
vacuum suits. Life support equipment and supplies for a lO earth day
duration have a total mass of about 18 slugs. The extravehicular
activity (EVA) suits each include a PLSS of mass 2.1 slugs. Total mass
of both suits is estimated at 5 slugs. The primary propulsion unit is
basically a simple device. It is bigger than that used on SHOT and has
a gear train, increasing its mass to an estimated 6 slugs. A 500 km
(1.65xlO6ft.) excursion with hops of 500 ft. in range would require a
total of 5500 hops. If hydrazine is the workirg fluid, its decomposition
products have a molecular weight of 18. Assuming a displacement volume
of 4.5 cu. ft. at the beginning of the acceleration phase, then for a
maximum pressure of 450 psi and temperature of 600°F, the mass of gas
in the cylinder during each hop is estimated at .0099 slugs. If the
working fluid has a utilization efficiency of 85%, then 15% of this fluid
will be lost in the course of the excursion. Therefore, about 49 slugs
of hydrazine will be required. A promising candidate for power source
is the fuel cell. Its estimated mass, including electronics, of 15
slugs seems large, but this device must supply all electrical power to
control, navigation, communications, and propulsion systems for a period
lll
Table S. Estimated HOLABPod Mass Contributers
Item
Crew (2)
Life support
EVA suits
Propulsion and
gear train
Working fluid (3300 hops)
Power and electronics
Navigation and
computer
Communications
Structure
Control system
Payload
Between-hop support
Abort system
Total
Mass
(s1 s)
ll
18
5
6
49
15
5
3
60
17
lO
4
26
229
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of i0 days. Navigational sighting and computing equipment can be made
using miniature circuit techniques and its estimated mass is 5 slugs.
Communicationswill be required betweenHOLABand its logistics vehicle.
Associated equipment is estimated to have a massof 3 slugs. Pod
structure must withstand accelerations of several earth g's, and its
mass is about 60 slugs. The control system for HOLABis muchmore com-
plicated than that of SHOTbecauseof the highly non-linear nature of
coordinate coupling associated with plane changemaneuvers. However,
maximumdisturbance torques will occur during ballistic flight in
reorientation operations. Three sets of turn gyro stabilizers of mass
5 slugs each should be sufficient for this requirement. Total control
system mass, including electronics, is estimated at 17 slugs. A payload
of i0 slugs, including scientific instruments and sensing devices, is
permitted here. Between-hopsupports for rest periods are very simple
because plane changing is done without the use of surface stabilizing
mechanisms. Therefore, these have an estimated mass of 4 slugs. It is
assumedthat a nominal HOLABabort maneuver requires a velocity changeof
i0 fps. If the propellant has a specific impulse of 200 sec and the
vehicle mass is 250 slugs, then each abort requires 0.4 slug of propellant.
Assuming 2%of the hops require abort maneuvers, the total abort system
mass is about 26 slugs. Finally, the total pod mass is 229 slugs (3340 kg).
Leg mass can be estimated on the basis of buckling instability.
Assuming a thin aluminum tube of circular cross-section exposed to a
maximumcritical load (including 1.5 safety factor) of 55,000 earth pounds
at a maximumlength of 20 ft, then Euler's load formula for pinned ends
gives a minimumleg radius of 5" for a wall thickness of 0.i". Therefore,
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a 36 ft. long leg has a massof less than 5 slugs. With other
structural supports and gear teeth adde_ the leg mass is estimated
at 8 slugs.
There are six principal momentsof inertia required by the plane
changeprogram. From figure 19 it is apparent that five have the forms
I L _- I L
c c
x y
IL = 0
c
Y
Ip = Ip
c c
x Z
= 1.96 MR 2.
Inertial pitch stabilization of the pod leads to
Ip = 0
c
Y
Configuration parameters _ and R
respectively. The offset parameter,
computer runs. Therefore,
have the values 18 ft and 5 ft,
h will be varied with successive
IL = IL
c c
x y
Ip = Ip
c c
x Z
= 864 slug-ft 2
= 11,200 slug-ft 2
At this point in HOLAB development, propulsion and working fluid
parameters can only be selected on an arbitrary basis. For this study
assume
ilk
A = 3 sq. ft
r =5
_= 1.2
Other related parameters will vary with program runs.
There are only two environmental factors required in the hop
simulation and one for the other program. The value of gravitational
acceleration is needed by both, and is 5.31 fpss. To simulate hops_ the
linear slope angle is required_ but this will be varied to determine its
effect on performance. Parametarsnot mentioned in this part are discussed
in parts F and G of this chapter.
It should be noted that an actual detailed design effort for such
a complex vehicle will introduce manymore variables related to trans-
porter performance. These must be considered and their affects on design
and operation determined. For examplej a parametric analysis of the
control system should be performed early in the development program.
Mass of the flight version of this device will be affected by vehicle
dynamics_ navigational equipment accuracy and crew functions. Vehicle
mass and performance will_ in turn_ be affected by the control system
mass and operation.
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F. Results of Hop Simulations
Two-dimensional hop simulations of HOLABwere carried out using the
following parameter values as constants:
M = 229 slugs
m = 8 slugs
Zp = 6 ft.
o
d = 1.5 fto
r = 5.0
2A = 3.0 ft.
= 1.20
g = 5.31 ft/sec 2
The combination of values for A, r, and d were selected on the basis ofo
maintaining reasonable propulsion unit dimensions and operating pressures.
The following table indicates ranges of varied parameters for this study:
parameter
pod accel, distance_ Zp - Zp
e o
initial cyl. pressure, Po
linear surface slope_ a
range
i0 to 25 ft
170 to 425 psi
-i0 ° to i0 °
Here again, Po is a critical quantity; but is more useful when trans-
formed to initial acceleration magnitude. Equation (4-2), evaluated
at t = to (Zp = Zp ) gives
o
Po A
_p = _ - g sin _ •
o
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As in Chapter III, noting that
parameter values where possible_ initial acceleration becomes
_p (fpss) = 0.377 po(pSi) - 3.76
o
within 0.34 fpss.
a function of Po
presented here are expressed as functions of maximum acceleration,
given by formula (4-36).
= _/4 + a/2, and inserting constant
(4-36)
Therefore, peak acceleration can again be considered
only, for values of a used here. Performance data
_p
O
Figure 23 illustrates the relationship of acceleration duration to
peak acceleration for various values of pod acceleration distance which
correspond to configurations studied here. Comparison with figure 5
indicates the acceleration levels used for HOLAB simulation are well below
tolerable limits of human discomfort. Figure 24 presents hop range data
for four pod acceleration distances and three linear slope angles.
Curves tend to support expected sensitivities. For given peak acceleration,
range is decreased by increasing slope angles and vice versa. In addition,
range is increased for longer acceleration distances_ because the pressure
force acts through a larger displacement. This increases initial
ballistic velocity and, therefore_ range. Figure 25 illustrates this
effect more descriptively. Here again_ these curves approach asymptotes
because gas pressure does not fall to zero until the limit of infinite
expansion is reached.
Figure 26 illustrates the relationship of range to ballistic flight
time and maximum altitude of flight for various pod acceleration distances.
These curves will be useful in determining opportunities for making
navigational and reconnaissance observations. These curves have
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characteristics similar to those of SHOT. For given ballistic flight
time, range is slightly increased for increased acceleration distance
while initial pressure is reduced slightly. Furthermore, for fixed
range, ballistic flight time decreases slightly with increased acceleration
distance, becausepressure is reduced to maintain range and additional
leg length subtracts from ballistic range. Finally, maximumaltitude
is indicated to increase slightly with increasing acceleration distance
for given range, because vehicle center of m_ssmotions with respect
to the pod center of massare not accounted for in this simulation.
Therefore, increased leg length adverse_ affects calculated altitudes
for specified range. In fact_ maximumaltitude should decrease slightly
for increasing acceleration distances.
Since HOLABneed not stop between ho_sto reposition the leg or change
planes, high average speeds maybe easily obtained. Figure 27 illus-
trates two typical acceleration profiles. For the Po = 171 psi case,
the hop range is 210 ft. and total hop time is 10.6 sec., giving a speed
of 16.1 fps. However, the Po = 426 psi case corresponds to a range of
545 ft. in i_.3 sec., giving a speed of 35.6 fps. (39 km/hr). This is
more than seven times the safe speed of proposed roving vehicles. During
a i0 day sortie HOLABcan easily travel a total distance of 500 km and
provide a generous stopover time at each site of interest. A comparable
roving vehicl_7 has a mass of 277 slugs and requires at least 14 days
to traverse 250 km. No reasonable flying unit configuration can make
a mission of this range without stopping to pick up propellants. 23
Based on the above performance figures and comparisons_ HOLABseems
to offer a completely new range of capabilities for extended lunar
operations.
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G. Results of Plane ChangeSimulations
In order to demonstrate the ability of HOLABto change its hopping
plane without stopping between hops, the plane change simulation program
was constructed and is listed in Appendix C. To apply this program the
following parameter values are taken as constants:
M = 229 slugs
m = 8 slugs
IL = 864 slug-ft 2
c
x
Ip = 11,200 slug-ft 2
c
X
h=4 ft
7= 1.2
r = 5.0
A = 3.0 ft2
g = 5.31 ft/sec 2
In order to make this simulation compatible with that of the two-dimen-
sional hop, Pd values were selected in such a way that maximum
pressure and minimum displacement values attained in the plane change
maneuver would approximate the Po and do values of the hop calcula-
tions. Thus_ the following relations were used to determine Pd:
/doh_ /1.5" 1.2
;o  o<v)
where
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- z - 6
zPd _o Pd
dd + = 1.5 += do r 5
In addition, to realistically simulate the effects of leg moments of
inertia on dynamics_ _ was determined from
zpd + i
=
2
Once zpd and a corresponding value of Po were selected, then dd_
Pd' and _ were uniquely specified. Initial values of the Euler
angles and vehicle center of mass velocity components must also be
selected. Without loss of generality the Y component of this velocity
is assumed to be initially zero in all cases.
To simulate an actual plane change the following values were selected:
zpd = 16 ft
Po = 426 psi.
These give
dd = 3.5 ft
Pd = 154 psi
= 8.5 ft.
Initial conditions were selected as
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Xcm(td) = 29.1 fps
Z
7cm(td) = -29.1 fps
q0(td) = .900
@(t d) = 45o )(C_
_(t d) = lo5 °
q)(td) = 0 _@
//
-50°/sec x x
Z
!
8
(<0)
_.....-_y
Y
_(td) = 0 .
The variations of Euler angles and axial acceleration are illustrated
in figure 28 as the maneuver is executed. Final angular orientation
and rates are
q0(te) = -188.6 °
@(te) = 7.2 °
_(t e) = 205.0 °
_(t +) = _i045.6°/sec
_(te +) = 46.6°/sec
_(t +) = i053.7°/sec
%re(t+) = 17.1 fps
Ycm(t +) = 6.7 fps
?, (t +) = 30.9 fps
cm e
Zcm
Ycm
_/ #1I
Y
The plane of ballistic flight was changed by 21.5 ° during this maneuver.
This example demonstrates that a plane change can be accomplished
by rotating the pod center of mass out of the hopping plane. In this
case this angle was 15 ° . If h = O_ plane changes could be executed
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by setting _(td) _ i-90°. The example given here illustrates a need to
optimize these maneuvers so that rotation rates at (t_) are minimized
or coordinated with succeeding disengagement events. This will reduce
control system requirements. The general solution of plane change
boundary relations requires a sophisticated and lengthy investigation of
individual parameter sensitivities_ because there are no less than nine
critical dimensions and initial conditions.
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V. CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Primary Conclusions
The principal objective of this study is to present an investigation
related to the feasibility of a hopping transporter concept. In parti-
cular, hop performance estimates are employed to demonstrate potential
capabilities of such devices. These values were obtained only after
making several relevant assumptions and considering factors which influence
transporter design and operation. Two configurations were formulated to
represent possible basic designs from which operational transporters
might later be developed. Results of hop simulations of both vehicles
indicate a significant improvement in performance over roving and flying
transporters. Specifically, SHOT offers extended range to Apollo
astronauts, up to and exceeding an operating radius of l0 km_ recom-
1
mended by the 1967 Santa Cruz Conference . In addition, this vehicle
enables lunar explorers to visit otherwise inaccessible topographic
features. HOLAB appears to offer much larger ranges and speeds, for
given vehicle mass_ when compared to other proposed devices. The unique
plane changing technique used by this transporter permits these high
average speeds. Therefore, within the accuracies of assumptions applied
in this study, hopping vehicles offer superior performance capabilities
for lunar surface mobility.
B. Problems of Further Hopping Vehicle Development
The work presented here represents only a first-step in development
of the hopping vehicle concept. Next_ problems in several other technical
areas must be addressed. A consideration of control techniques and
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devices is essential to vehicle performance_ stability_ and maneuvera-
bility. SHOT will require an inertially stabilizing control system which
allows plane changes to be executed between hops. HOLAB needs a much
more sophisticated device because of its somewhat general three-dimensional
motion during plane change maneuvers. The possibility of large disturbing
moments resulting from foot slippage and leg misalignment indicates a
need for large_ stiff control systems. Optimization to minimize their
weights is of major importance. Human limitations in a hopping acceler-
ation environment will determine an upper bound on the performance
envelope of such vehicles. Of primary importance is the response of man
to repeated hop cycles. This must be investigated before serious con-
sideration can be given to developing operational pogo transporters.
Other factors to be studied include effects of g magnitude on the
number of tolerable hop cycles3 optimum frequency for comfort and
endurance_ seat design_ and body orientation. Also of major importance
is the design and operation of apropulsion system. This must be effi-
cient_ change modes quickly_ and be inherently reliable. Such a device
will_ in effect3 determine the attractiveness of hopping vehicles thro_gh
the conservative use of fuel on lunar missions.
In order to design a navigational computer and plane ehange control
system for HOLAB_ the plane change problem must be completely solved.
This will require much computation and data reduction time_ and results
may be most useful in parametric form_ if possible. A certain amount of
optimization may be achieved if take-off angular rates can be minimized
or coordinated with subsequent engagement events3 for given plane change
values.
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The structure of these vehicles must withstand manycycles at
several Earth g's and have a minimumof weight. Of critical importance
is the foot design. This must engagethe lunar surface inelastically
without appreciable slippage or sinking and be of minimummass and moment
of inertia. Reliability and safety should be designed into these vehicles.
Failure modesmust be considered and possibility of occurrence eliminated
in each case.
C. Possible Experiments
Although vehicles considered here are designed for use on the Moon,
initial experiments must be performed before sending such devices on
lunar missions. To answer the very basic questions related to human
tolerance in a hop cycle environmen% acceleration profiles, similar to
those expected in operation_ should be simulated in test facilities.
This type of experiment will indicate relationships between peak g and
number of tolerable cycles_ amongother important data. Results maythen
be scaled to i/6 g conditions.
Control and propulsion innovations can be tested by working models
which operate in a i g environment. Various maneuversand sequences
may be studied and desirable operating modesdetermined. Foot designs
might also be checked with such test devices.
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APPENDIX A. OPTIMUM LAUNCH ANGLE
The following analysis is presented in a general form but is of
major importance to the performance study of Chapter llI. Consider the
problem of maximizing the ballistic range of a constant mass projectile
with given initial speed v, uniform gravitational vector g, and
linear surface slope o. The objective is to determine launch angle,
such that range R is a maximum. (This is also the problem of
finding _ for a minimum initial velocity when R is fixed.)
_---_ trajectory
/
,
g
It is assumed that at time t = 0 the projectile is at point 0
with speed v. First, it is necessary to express R as a function of
_, g_ v, and a. This is done by matching trajectory and surface
equations at point F. Elevation_ _ of the surface at this point is
= R tan o (A-I)
From the classic equations of ballistic trajectories, the value of
elevation of flight path at point F is
i
"'ME = vt sin G - _ gt 2 (A-2)
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To eliminate time the constant horizontal velocity phenomenoncan be
used_
Rt - CA-._ _
v COS (:%
Combining (A-l), (A-2), and (A-S) to eliminate HF and t leads to
R 2v 2 i 2 _)
= -_- (_ sin 2_ - tan o cos (A-4)
The condition for stationary value of R is
= o (A-5)
dOC
Differentiating (A-4) with respect to _ and applying (A-5) leads to the
condition for optimum _
tan o sin 2(% + cos 2C_ = 0
opt opt
or
i tan-l(_cot o)
_opt =
The range of interest of is 0 to 90°.
(A-6)
Therefore, (A-6) indicates
_> 45 ° for o > O
_opt < <
From trigonemetry comes a useful identity:
- cot o = tan(_ + o)
Applying this to (A-6) leads to a simple form of _opt'
O
C_opt = _ +
(A-7)
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where the slope falls in the interval of -90o < a < 90o.
Condition (A-5) leads to an extremumof range. It is easy to
demonstrate that this is a maximumrather than a minimum. The condition
for a maximumis
--<0
d_2
for the variable intervals of interest. Taking the second derivative
of (A-4) yields
d2R 4v2
g
[sin 2<_ - tan a cos 2_]
Applying (A-7) to this results gives
d2R 4v2 [cos o + sin2°
d2 = g c-_ ]
For the interval of o mentioned above, d_Id_ < O. Therefore, (A-7)
leads to a maximum of range.
Substituting (A-7) into (A-4) gives Rma x,
R 2v2 i 2 _ o
cos + ] (A-8)max = 7 [_ cos o - tan o _)
The corresponding time of ballistic flight is obtained by .inserting (A-7)
and (A-8) into (A-3),
t = 2V(sin _ - tan o cos _ )
opt g opt opt
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APPENDIXB. EXPEDITIOUSMETHODFOROBTAININGCOMPUTERSOLUTIONS
TOTHEMOTIONOFMECHANICALSYSTEMS
I. INTRODUCTION
It is always desirable to obtain closed-form solutions to mechanics
problems since they possess the general parametric relationships of the
system. However, the tools of mathematical analysis have developed slowly
and only to a point where such analytical solutions can be secured for a
relatively small numberof the interesting cases. Becauseof this limita-
tion investigators have been and still are inventing analytical techniques
for gaining insight into the motion of mechanical systems without actually
solving the associated differential equations. These include searching
for special soluble cases of a particular problem under more restrictive
conditions and perturbation techniques which are useful when small variaions
from a nominal configuration are of interest. A classic example of the
former technique is the restricted three-body problem. If a complicated
system is known to have periodic motion then it is sometimespossible to
obtain the frequencies of its motion without actually performing a detailed
analysis. Fortunately, in manycases these frequencies are the only
quantities of interest to the investigator. The work presented here deals
with determining the motion of certain classes of mechanical systems,
especially those which cannot be analyzed by the above-mentioned techniques.
Development of modernhigh-speed digital computing devices has
initiated a revolution in the general approach to solving technical, as
well as other, problems. In principle, any properties of a physical
system which can be reduced to a mathematical description can be analyzed
and results obtained, either by closed-form or numerical methods. It is
also conceivable that computers will soon be able to give pseudo-closed-
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form solutions for given ranges of system parameters with specified
accuracy. This type of solution is quite adequate for most engineering
applications since accuracy can always be bought at the price of computing
time. Of course_ until these soft-ware systems have come of age3 it will
be desirable to obtain analytical solutions whenever possible. The work
presented here might be thought of as a preliminary step toward the
evolution of psuedo-closed-form solutions3 at least in the area of
mechanical system dynamics. Work of this type has already been done in
another area of dynamics by Davids and Mehta 24 .
Since the systems considered here do not lend themselves to the
usual analytical methods of solution and are not necessarily periodic3
such problems require a numerical approach. Therefore_ it would be
desirable to have the ability to quickly set these problems into digital
computer programs while employing a minimum of mathematical manipulation
and computer programming skills. This would give an investigator the
ability to obtain desired solutions of motion shortly after being presented
with a mechanical system to analyze. The procedure described below offers
this capability and requires a minimum of work and time on the part of the
inve st igat or.
This technique is developed from the formalisms of analytical
mechanics with the objective of making maximum use of existing computer
subroutines which are written for general application of specific mathe-
matical manipulations. The method presented here is applicable to fric-
tionless mechanical systems which have holonomic constraints and whose
kinetic energy is a quadratic form in the generalized velocities. Require-
ments and general characteristics of relevant subroutines are discussed.
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Since analytical expressions must be tailored to these subroutines, it is
of prime importance to investigate their formats and availability. The
differential equations of motion may be obtained from Lagrange's method
or from Hamilton's method. The two forms are compared for their merits
in this application. A general computer program is outlined which makes
use of the previously mentioned subroutines to actually numerically
integrate the equations of motions from the initial conditions of the
system to a final configuration determined either by specifying the
integration interval of the independent variable, tim_ or by specifying
a final value of one of the dependent variables_ i.e., coordinate_ velocity
or acceleration. A step-by-step description of the application of this
procedure is also given. Finally, to illustrate the mechanics and
utility of this technique 3 a simple mechanical system is studied by apply-
ing these steps in sequence.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The pertinent problem here is to devise a procedure for transforming
a mechanical system of a certain class into a computer simulation with a
minimum of effort. The general approach developed here does away with the
usual two step method for obtaining a computer solution. Instead of
first deriving the differential equations of motion and then transforming
these into a convenient form for the computer program, the procedure
presented here permits the differential equations to be derived directly
in the desired form. This format for the differential equations is
dictated because of the philosophy adopted in this work. In order to
minimize computer program complexity and programming time, currently
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available scientific subroutines will be used wherever possible.
Numerical integration subroutines of the type required here are constructed
so that they will accept differential equations only if presented in a
strictly specified format. Thus; it is necessary to formulate the equations
of motion such that they are compatible with these subroutines. It turns
out that there is a significant savings of time and effort by deriving
these equations in the desired format.
Discussion will be restricted to mechanical systems with holonomic
kinematic constraints which do no virtual work (cause no internal friction) as
defined by Goldstein22and ter Haar2_ This will permit use of the basic
formulations of analytical mechanics. Furthermore; the system kinetic
energy is assumed to be a quadratic function of the generalized velocities
with coefficients depending on time and the generalized coordinates. Thus;
for a system with n degrees of freedom;
n
- 2 aij(t'ql'q2'"". ) i4j% ' (mla)T
i,j
which is typical of systems containing particles and rigid bodies.
Although certain types of non-conservative systems are considered here, of
particular interest to many is the class of problems in which energy is
conserved. This is a special case of the above outlined class of problems
in which restrictions are increased and extended to the applied forces.
Thus, for a conservative system in the usual sense the applied forces are
derivable from a potential which depends on the generalized coordinates
alone and the constraints are time independent. Then kinetic energy
would have the form
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ni,j
The procedure is separately described for this class of problems.
Consideration is further limited to systems in which initial values
of the coordinates, velocities, and time are given. This restriction
seems somewhat harsh, because many problems of interest require the
determination of system parameter values which satisfy a given set of
boundary conditions. However, standard subroutines which solve sets
of non-linear differential equations with given boundary values are
generally unavailable. Of course, one can always attempt solving such
boundary value problems by using trial-and-error methods with initial
value problem solutions as proposed here.
III. STANDARD SUBROUTINES
In general, the equations of motion of mechanical systems are second
order ordinary non-linear differential equations when expressed in terms
of generalized coordinates and their derivatives. These equations are to
be numerically integrated. However, numerical solution of a system of
second or higher order differential equations presents special programming
problems which make the establishment of the corresponding standard sub-
routines a very difficult task. Thus, such subroutines are not readily
available for general application. Fortunately, there is a large selection
of subroutines which solve systems of first order ordinary non-linear
differential equations (e.g., see ref.26 and27) provided these equations
are presented in a prescribed form to the subroutine. This form is
illustrated by
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= (i--1,2, (B-2)
where Yi (i = 1,2,...N) are the dependent variables, x is the
independent variable and
dY i
!
Yi = _--"
Therefore, if the equations of motion can be reduced to first order and
written in form (B-2), then standard subroutines can be used to solve these
equations.
Any set of n second order ordinary differential equations can be
reduced to a set of 2n first order ordinary differential equations by
introducing
u.m = qi (i = 1,2,...,n) , (B-5)
and eliminating second order derivatives with
qi = 6"I (i = 1,2,...,n) . (B-4)
It remains to be shown that the resulting 2n equations can be written
in form (B-2). However, set (B-5) represents half of the new first order
equations and this set is already in form (B-2). All that remains to
satisfy the requirements of available subroutines is to show that the
other n first order equations can be written as
ui = fi(t'ql'q2'''"qn'Ul'U2'''"Un)
The ability to do this for all cases of interest will be demonstrated in
the analysis of part IV in this appendix.
(i = 1,2,...,n)(B-5)
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Another outcome of the analysis indicates the desirability of using
another type of subroutine which solves a set of simultaneous linear
algebraic equations. This will be employed to obtain equations (B-5) in
numerical form at each step of the integration process. Fortunately, as
in the above situation3 there are several library subroutines available
which perform this operation (e.g., see ref.26). Of particular interest
are those subroutines specialized to handle sets of equations with a
symmetric coefficient matrix. Of course, for simple mechanical systems
with just a few degrees of freedom, these algebraic equations in u.
1
(i = 1,2,...,n) can be solved by any of the well known methods, e.g.,
Cramer's rule or Gauss-Jordan reduction2_ These subroutines are discussed
further in connection with the computer program development.
IV. DEVELOPMENTS FROM ANALYTICALMECHANICS
It is well known that for a mechanical system with n degrees of
freedom, and holonomic constraints, the Lagrangian formulation gives a set
of n second order ordinary differential equations of the form22
d tST _ 8T
d-t<_qi j - q_i = Qi
(i = 1,2,..._n) , (B-6a)
where Qi is the applied force associated with the qi coordinate and
may be a function of the coordinates, velocities, and time. Hamilton's
formulation for conservative mechanical systems gives a set of 2n first
order ordinary differential equations of form
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where the Pi'S
_T
(B-7)
(B-8)
It would appear that Hamilton's equations (B-7) would be preferential for
conservative systems, because they are already in the desired format (B-2)
required by existing integration subroutines. However, the following
development of these two formulations brings out a somewhat surprising
point. In order to derive expressions (B-7) byHamilton's method, there is
generally required more algebraic manipulation and mathematical complexity
than to reduce Lagrange's equations to form (B-5) by using relations (B-5)
and (B-4). This result indicates a preference for the method supported
here, over Hamilton's method.
A. Lagrangian Formulation
As mentioned above, Lagrange's equations for a mechanical system
with holonomic constraints have the form given by (B-6a). The derivation
of these equations is classic and discussed by Whittaker29and Goldstein 22
in detail. These differential equations are further specialized by
introducing the kinetic energy given by (B-la) into (B-6a). Then noting
that
n
_T _ •
_i = aiJqJ
J
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_T 1 _ _ajk
j,k
n _a.. _a..
daij f iJ iJ
k
leads to differential equations of the form
+ ai jqjl
i _. _ajk
-_ _ _J_=%
j,k
(i: 1,2,...,n). (B-9)
Set _-9) represents the n second order ordinary differential equations
which must be reduced to 2n first order equations. These are obtained 25
by applying definition (B-3) and relation (B-4) to set (B-9). This results in
aijuj:_ _ ujh- _ h + uj+Qi
j j,k
(i = 1,2,...,n)
which is rewritten for convenience as
n
f aijd j = C.(t,ql,q2,...,qn, Ul, U2,...,u n)I
J
where
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Set (B-10a) indicates that Lagrange's equations reduce to a system of
simultaneous linear algebraic equations in the d.'s. In order to finallyJ
obtain a set of form (B-2), system (B-10a) must be solved for d.J
(j = 1,2,...,n). As mentioned in part III, this maybe accomplished
either by algebraic methods before coding the equations into a computer
program or by having the computer solve set (B-lOa) numerically at each
step of the integration process. It is important to note that, in general,
each of equations (B-10a) is a non-linear differential equation and a
linear algebraic equation in the 6.'s. Since these expressions areJ
generally non-homogeneousand linarly independent, a unique solution of
form (B-5) can be expected.8 Therefore, the ability to obtain a set of
differential equations of form (B-5) from Lagrange's equations has been
demonstrated and equations (B-3) and (B-10a) constitute the desired set
of 2n first order ordinary differential equations.
As a further expedient, note that since the coefficient matrix of
set (B-10a) has elements aij (i,j = 1,2,...,n) and
m (B-12)
aij = _ = _ = aji '
then this matrix is symmetric. Recognition of this fact will help to
avoid the mistake of determining all a..'s separately from the kinetic
mj
energy expression. An additional savings in time may be realized when
solving set (B-lOa) for the 6.'s. If one is solving by hand some early
J
cancelling and/or combining of like terms may simplify the algebra. If a
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subroutine is used, one which assumesa symmetric coefficient matrix
should be selected to minimize program length and running time.
Summarizingdevelopments to this point, it is apparent that for a
given mechanical system of the class considered here, the mathematical
manipulation required to solve for the motion on a digital computer is
a minimumand consists of performing the following operations. Deter-
mine the generalized coordinates_ corresponding applied force expressions,
!
and system kinetic energy. Then determine forms of the aij s using
!(B-12) and Ci s using (B-lla) Finally_ code these expressions into a
computer progrs/nwhich uses standard subroutines for numerical integration
and, if desirable, for solving set (B-lOa) at each step of integration.
If the given mechanic_l system has time independent constraints and
the applied forces can be written as
_V (i = 1,2,...,n) (B-15)
Qi = - _i
where V is the system potential energy and is an explicit function of
the generalized coordinates alone, then the system is conservative and
Relation (B-15) permits the definitionits kinetic energy has form (B-ib).
of the Lagrangian, L as
L(ql,%,...,%,_l,_2,...,_ ) = T - V
and Lagrange's equations (B-6a) become 22
d t_L _ _L
._.v_i; = 0
(i = 1,2,...,n) (B-6b)
An analysis similar to the preceeding one can be performed with equations
(B-6b) by applying the kinetic energy in form (B-lb) and using definition (B-3)
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to reduce the order of these equations. This procedure again gives a
system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations in uj's of the same
form as (B-10a). The results can be written directly as
_aiju j = Ci(ql, q2,...,qn, Ul, U2,...,u n)
J
(i = l_2,...,n)
(B-lOb)
where a.. is again given by equation (B-12) and
z_
n
_L _ _2T1 j
J
(B-lib)
Note that any _i's which appear after the indicated differentiation in
(B-lib) must be replaced by u.'s in the final expression for C.. Of
l 1
course, results (B-lOb) and (B-lib) are used in the same way as are (B-lOa)
and (B-lla).
B. Hamiltonian Formulation
Consider a conservative mechanical system of the type discussed
above. Hamilton's equations of motion can be written as 22
_H _H (i = 1,2,... n) (B-14)
where Pi is given by (B-8)_nd H is the Hamiltonian defined by
n
H(ql,q2 ,...,qn,pl,p2,...,pn) : Zpi_ i - L
i
For this type of conservative system, H is the totaA energy,
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H=T+V .
Substituting (B-lb) into (B-15) gives
n
1 V " "
H --_ /. aijqiqj + V(ql, q2,...,qn) .
i,j
(B-15)
(B-16)
Equations (B-14) represent a set of 2n first order ordinary differential
equations in the form required for numerical integration by the methods
preposed here. However, before carrying out the partial differentiation
of H with respect to each qi and Pi' the Hamiltonian (B-16) must be
expressed as a function of coordinates and momenta only, i.e., the
!
velocity terms, qi s, must be replaced by their equivalent functions of
the qi's and Pi'S. This can be accomplished by first substituting
equation (h-lb) into (B-8), getting
n
= _' aij_j (i = 1,2,...,n) (B-17)Pi
J
This is a set of n simultaneous linear algebraic equations in the _j's.
Since every a.. is a function of the coordinates alone_ solving system
ij
(B-17) for the _j's yields the required expressions which are to be
substituted into (h-16). This is a straightforward operation in principle.
However_ in general_ each of equations (B-17) is lengthly and complicatcd.
This indicates an extensive amount of algebraic manipulation to solve
(B-17) and substitute the results into (B-16). The work involved is further
magnified when performing the differentiation indicated in (B-14). As an
alternative to executing this large amount of algebra and as part of the
overall numerical solution of set (B-14), equations (B-17) may be solved
numerically at each step of the integration sequence. The resulting
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values of the _j's would then be used to perform a numerical differenti-
ation of (B-16) at each integration step. It is now evident that the
analysis based on Hamilton's equations of a general conservative system
using the proposed computer solution procedure entails the use of two
standard subroutines: one for a set of n simultaneous linear algebraic
equations with symmetric coefficient matrix and one for a set of 2n
first order ordinary differential equations plus a sophisticated computer
routine for differentiating a function with respect to 2n variables.
This last routine is used to obtain values of _i's and _i's which
are then funneled into the integration sequence at each step. Unfortunately,
subroutines for partial differentiation of a function of several variables
are not readily available. This meansthat such a routine might have to
be individually constructed if set (B-17) is solved within the computer.
Furthermore, the use of numerical differentiation is strongly discouraged
whenever it can be avoided30by analytical means, primarily because of
inherent inaccuracies and excessive programming complications.
In summary,the Hamiltonian approach is somewhatmore elegant than
that of Lagrange but is applicable only to conservative systems (although
not necessarily mechanical systems). Furthermore, the practical application
of Hamilton's equations to the problem considered here generally requires
either an excessive amount of algebraic manipulation or an extremely com-
plicated computer program, whereas Lagrange's equations lead to much less
algebra and programmingcomplexity. Based on these observations, it
appears that the elegance and simplicity of Hamilton's equations (B-14)
are far outweighed by the expeditious and straightforward nature of the
procedure developed from Lagrange's equations.
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V. CO_UTER PROGRAM
Implementation of the procedure presented in this work is largely
dependent upon a computer program which makes optimum use of existing
(library) subroutines so that minimum time and effort are required of an
engineer-programmer team to obtain numerical solutions to the motion of
mechanical systems. Minimization of computer running time is considered
to be of little importance in these applications, because the number of
runs of a finished program is usually relatively small, indicating that
only a small savings in this time is possible. In order to accomplish
the primary goals in constructing this program_ two types of mathematical
subroutines must be selected: one to solve a set of first order ordinary
differential equations and one to solve a system of linear algebraic
equations with symmetric coefficient matrix. A qualitative description
of the computer program logic is presented in the following paragraphs.
This is intended to demonstrate the mechanics of implementing the
proposed procedure, but does not include all features of a working program.
0nly an experienced programmer can develop it to a running stage.
The construction of a meaningful flow chart for this type of program
must be performed within the requirements and limitations of a specific
computer language. Of most popular use today is FORTRAN IV3_ which is
one of the primary languages of IBM computers and offers a large selec-
26
tion of library subroutines . The following program description was
developed with the logic of this language as a guide. However, the
basic ideas are applicable to any compiler.
This program can be thought of as two operating units: a main program
and a set of subroutines. Of course, two subroutines will be selected
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from a library and the others will support and be used by these two.
The main program has several functions:including reading and printing
input and output data, initialization of several parameters used in sub-
routines, and starting the subroutine which solves differential equations.
Figure B-I schematically illustrates the flow of logic in the program.
Although it is oversimplified, the primary operations are presented. The
heart of this program is the differential equation subroutine. It supplies
information to two other subroutines which operate on this data and return
other data. Whenintegration is completed the main program receives final
values of the dependent and independent variables to be printed out.
Primary job of the function subroutine is to compute first derivative
values of dependent variables using the values of these dependent variables
received from the differential equation subroutine. This is done at each
integration step. Since half of these derivatives are imbeddedin the system
of linear equations given by set (B-10)_ the function subroutine calls on still
another subroutine to solve equations (B-IO) at each step. Another
essential part of the program is the output subroutine, having two important
jobs. If desired it can be written so that numerical integration steps are
tabulated. Also_ this subroutine is employed to check a specified
dependent variable in order to stop the integration process in those
cases where the time interval of interesting motion is not knowna priori,
but the final value of one dependent variable is given. It should be
noted that the function and output subroutines must be supplied according
to the problem being studied, but the information received from and sent
to library subroutines is strictly specified in the instructions associated
with these routines.
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Figure B-I.
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Flow Chart for Computerization of Mechanical Systems
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The logical sequence of this program in its simplest form may be
described qualitatively as follows. Input data is read into the computer.
This includes values of system mechanical properties_ initial coordinates
and velocities, and either an integration interval or terminal value of
one dependent variable, whichever was decided upon when programming
began. Then these values are printed on the output record to identify
the problem being solved. Before integration is started_ several program
variables must be set to initial values. The differential equation sub-
routine is called and integration begins. At each step of this process
function and output subroutines are called into operation, and each of
these times the function subroutine calls on the algebraic equation
solver. However_program control does not return to the main program
until integration is terminated. Then if this process was stopped by a
dependent variable value_ integration probably proceeded to the step just
beyond this value and interpolation is required to determine accurate
values of time and other dependent variables corresponding to the given
termination value. Finally_ these values of time, coordinates, velocities,
and acceleration m_r be printed on an output record. If there are more
cases to be triedj program control returns to the beginning and repeats
the run with new data.
The program just described contains only basic essentials for solving
a problem of the type studied here. Muchmore maybe done to analyze
results before terminating a run. For example_ one set of final variable
values can be used in making a decision to change critical parameter
values and repeat the run to obtain more desirable results. However_
such specifications are largely dependent upon the particular problem at
hand.
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VI. APPLICATIONOFTHEPROCEDURE
It would be convenient at this point to outline the overall procedure
in a manner that will make its application by an investigato_ presented
with a mechanical systemlrelatively easy. A step-by-step format for
this outline is of most usefulness in quickly setting up the solution
to system motion on a computer.
their application:
The steps are presented in order of
1. Determine whether or not the given mechanical system falls
within the classes considered here. This is usually done by
investigating kinematic constraints, internal forces, and
system kinetic energy. If the constraints are holonomic and
do no virtual work, and the kinetic energy has form (B-l), then
this procedure is applicable to the problem at hand. It is
helpful to note that a systemwhose inertia componentsconsist
of particles and rigid bodies will usually have a kinetic energy
of this form.
2. Determine _hether the system is conservative or non-conservative. If the
forces are functions of coordinates only, then they are derivable
from a potential function which depends on coordinates alone, i.e.,
V(ql,q2,...,qn). The system is conservative if V exists and
all applied forces can be derived from it, and if the constraints
are scleronomous, i.e., independent of time.
3. Derive the expression for kinetic energy and either potential
energy or applied generalized forces, depending upon the outcome
of step 2 Then determine coefficients aij and constants C.• " i
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using(B-12) and_-ll), respectively. Replace any qi s by u. si
in the resulting expressions.
4. Select two library subroutines written in the computer language
to be used for the program. One of these is used to solve a set
of first order ordinary differential equations and the other to
solve a system of linear algebraic equations with symmetric
coefficient matrix. Mathematical library subroutines do not
have provisions for reading or printing data.
5. Write a computer program which includes the selections of step 4
and provides input data and prints results, and includes other
supporting subroutines, as shown in Figure B-I. Details of this
program were presented in part V.
VII. EXAMPLE
To illustrate the application of this procedure, a simple mechanical
system is presented for analysis. Consider the configuration shown in
Figure B-2. A massless rod of length _ is supporting a slender uniform
bar of mass m and length 2Z. Motion is frictionless and restricted to
the vertical plane in which gravity acts downward. The problem is to
determine the system motion for a given time interval and for a given
set of initial cQordinates and velocities. Following the procedure step-
by-step gives:
i. The constraints here are plane motion, one end of the rod of
length _ is fixed and _ is constant. These are all holonomic
and scleronomous. There are two degrees of freedom and, there-
fore, two generalized coordinates which are selected to be
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Figure B-2. Example System to Illustrate Procedure
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ql and q2 _ defined in Figure B-2, Assuming the moment of
interia of the bar about its center of mass is m_2/3 3 then
the system kinetic energy can be written as
i 2 .2 + i_4 _2T = _(m# )ql _,_m_ )(_L_ + [m#2 cos(q I -q.2)]CLlCi2 (B-iS)
2.
Since T has form (B-ib) and the constraint conditions are
sa_isfied_ this system qualifies to be analyzed by the proposed
procedure.
The only applied force experienced by this system is the
gravitational force because of the potential energy_
V = - mgZ(cos ql + cos q2) .
Since V(ql, q2,...,q n) exists and the constraints are
scleronomous, this mechanical system is conservative.
5. By comparing (B-ib) and (B,18), the coefficients can immediately
be written as
all = m#2
a12 = a21 = m# 2 cos(q I - q2 )
4 m#2
a22 =
(B-19)
Now applying definition (B-llb), and noting that L = T - V,
results in the following expressions:
CI = - mg% sin ql - m%2 sin(ql " q2 )_
C2 = - mgZ sin q2 + m#2 sin(ql - q2)u_
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,o
where ql and
respectively.
for this problem are
41 = uI
=u 2
al161 + a12_ 2 = CI
a21ul + a22u 2 = C2 •
have been replaced by uI and u2,
The complete set of 4 differential equations
(B-2o)
If an IBM system/560 computer and the FORTRAN IV language are
assumedj then the Scientific Subroutine Package26offers a
large selection of library subroutines. For example, subroutines
GELS and NPCG may be selected. The former solves a system of
simultaneous linear algebraic equations with symmetric coefficient
matrix and the latter solves a set of first order ordinary
differential equations with given initial conditions.
Instead of displaying an actual listing of a computer program,
it is more instructive to describe the application of the flow
chart in Figure B-1 to this specific problem. Input data must
include values of integration interval, m_ql(O)_ cl,2(0)_
_i(0), and (_(0), assuming different size rods and bars are
to be investigated. These values would then be printed on an
output sheet to identify following results. These data are
also set equal to array elements which are required to start
numerical integration. At each step of this process the
function subroutine receives current values of ql_q2,ul_u 2,
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and t. These are used to calculate all, a12_a213a22 from
(B-19). Then the function subroutine calls on the algebraic
equation solver_ GELS to calculate Ul and u2 by solving
system (B-2G)and send this information back. The differential
equation subroutine, HPCG then receives values of _l,_2,dl,
and u2 to be used in the next integration step. Also
during each step, the output subroutine is called upon to
tabulate data related to that step. However, this subroutine
does not have to check a dependent variable value for integration
termination_ because the final value of the independent variable_
time, is the criterion for stopping HPCG. This avoids the
necessity of interpolating to get accurate final values_ since
termination will occur exactly at the end of the given time
interval. Last operation of this program before re-cycling
with new input data is to print final values of ql, q2_ul_u2,
all, and d2 .
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Primary objective of this treatise is to introduce a step-by-step
procedure for obtaining a computer solution to the motion of a mechanical
system. This sequence of steps requires a minimum of time and effort
by investigators_ as compared with other methods of solving the same
given problem by numerical techniques. Development of this procedure
grew out of the formalisms of analytical mechanics with the availability
of mathematical library subroutines as an influencing factor. This is
done in such a way that advantages of both analytical s_ud numerical
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methods are employed in an optimum manner. Of course, the usual objection
to numerical solutions is still present, in that only particular cases of
any problem can be solved. This need not be a major drawback in engineering
applications, because interesting ranges of values of important parameters
are usually known a priori. Several particular cases with values in these
ranges may be run, and the result can be a set of data which, in effect,
makes a solution general enough for engineering use. In addition to this
method of getting a somewhat general solution, a great deal can be done
with computer programming techniques to analyze and reduce computed
results and construct plots directly from computer output which give an
accurate picture of variable dependence on important parameters and
initial conditions. It would seem the maximum capabilities of this
procedure for solving the motion of a mechanical system can best be
realized through the combined efforts of analytical mechanicians and digital
computer programmers. The next logical step in developing this procedure
would be the construction of a library subroutine which incorporates all
parts of the program outlined in part V, except the function subroutine
which generates values of a.. and C.. Then an investigator would
ij i
have to supply only expressions (B-12) and (B-11) for the particular problem
at hand, provided, of course, that the problem qualifies for analysis by
this procedure.
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APPENDIX C. COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAMS
Computer programs constructed for this investigation are written
in the FORTRAN IV language and were run on an IBM system 360/67 at the
Stanford University Computation Center with the WATFOR (Waterloo Fast
FORTRAN) compiler. These programs may also be run on other compilers
which use this language.
Listings of these programs are presented on the following pages.
Input data formats are also given for each. Since the same library
subroutine, HPCG is used in all of these programs, it is not listed in
each case, but is described in reference Because WATFOR does not
link edit, HPCG is renamed in these programs as HPMK to avoid confusion.
This subroutine integrates a set of first order ordinary differential
equations.
Programs are located as follows:
Title Page
Two-Dimensional Hop Simulation of SHOT Vehicle ........... 161
Two-Dimensional Hop Simulation of HOLAB Vehicle ........... 173
Plane Change Maneuver Program for HOLAB Vehicle ........ 185
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